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"This was not done in a corner,"asserts Paul in theActs of theApostles about
the ideas and origins of his movement (Acts 26:26).1 In this brief sentence Lukes
geographical imagination spills fromPauls mouth. Paul has just explained his own
travelfromDamascus to Jerusalemand throughout Judea and to theGentiles, echo

ing Lukes understanding that "theWay" moves through the entire oikoumene, or
inhabited world, eclipsing Jerusalem.And as he utters these words, Paul himself
stands on the cusp of his final journey; after this he will be sent from Caesarea
(where he had arrived fromhis Jerusalem imprisonment) toRome. "This was not
done in a corner."Lukes economical assertion, placed in Pauls mouth, leads us to

wonder: In themidst ofRoman power and claims to possess the oikoumene?chims
manifest literarilyand in the built environment2?how did some early Christian
communities imagine the space of theworld? What kind of geographical thinking
did they engage?
Scholars have long noted that there is something peculiarly geographical about
Luke-Acts. Luke refers to Christianity as "theWay" (
), and the canonical

Many scholars have helped me in this project. Special thanks to Denise Kimber Buell and
for sharing their research and insights, and to Fran9ois Bovon, Christopher
Shelly Matthews
among others for reading themanuscript.
Frilingos, Michal Beth Dinkier, and Cavan Concannon
1
All NT translations are from the RSV unless otherwise noted. Sometimes
I have modified
them slightly. The Greek
Graece.

is from the twenty-sixth edition of Nestle-Alands

Novum

Testamentum

2
On

see Claude Nicolet,
geography in the Roman period,
Space, Geography, and Politics in
the Early Roman Empire (Jerome Lectures 19; Ann Arbor: University of
Press, 1991);
Michigan
Fran?ois Hartog, Memories
of Odysseus: Frontier Tales from Ancient Greece (trans. Janet Lloyd;

Press, 2001), esp. chap. 5; and Laura Nasrallah,
Chicago: University of Chicago
World:
Justin,Tatian, Lucian, and the Second Sophistic," HTR 98 (2005): 283-314.
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Acts storyof Christianity is restless and urban.3 Christianity ispropelled from the
margins of empire and the center of Judaism, Jerusalem, to the center of the empire,
Rome.4 The characters inActs constantlymake theirway between cities,moving
throughout the oikoumene and producing a kind of Christian empire parallel to
Roman

rule.

This article argues thatPauls travels toGreek cities in the latterhalf ofActs,
and the geography ofActs more generally, are best understood in lightof contem
poraneous political and cultural discourses about Greek cities under Rome. More
over, through Pauls deeds and speeches in key sites like Lystra, Thessalonike,
Philippi, and Athens, Acts articulates a theological vision of how Christianity and
itsnotion of one, trueGod can fitwithin a "pluralistic" empire and itsnotions of
ethnic difference. To use the terminology of postcolonial criticism, itmimics the
logic of empirewithout shading intomockery; it seeks tofind a place for "theWay"
within a system of Roman domination.5 Itdoes so, however, with a Greek twistof
the sort that theRoman Empire sanctioned and even fostered and invented. In the
midst of the Second Sophistic, thatmovement that cherished all things classically
Greek, the philhellenic emperor Hadrian founded the Panhellenion, a Greek eth
nic coalition centered inAthens that fostered diplomacy among city-states.The

Panhellenion encouraged various cities' inventions of genealogies and myths that
established their cities as solidly Greek in race as well as unified in piety, cult, and
political outlook under Athens and Rome. InActs, Pauls travels,especially to cities
in theGreek East, resonate with the logic and functions associated with the cre
ation and promotion of city leagues.6 The author of Luke-Acts,
likelywriting in a
3
Loveday Alexander,
"Mapping " Early Christianity: Acts and the Shape of Early Church His
?In Journeyings Often:
in the Acts of the Apostles
tory," Int 57 (2003): 163-75; eadem,
Voyaging
and in Greek Romance,"
in Luke's Literary Achievement:
Collected Essays (ed. C. M. Tuckett;

Press, 1995), 17-49. See also JamesM. Scott, "Lukes
JSNTSup 116; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic
in The Booh ofActs in Its First Century
Horizon,"
Geographical
Setting, vol. 2, The Book ofActs in
Its Graeco-Roman
W.
David
Gill
and
Conrad
(ed.
J.
Setting
Gempf; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans,
1994), 483-544. Hans Conzelmann
brings together the topic of geography with Luke-Acts: The
Fortress, 1982).
Theology of St. Luke (1961; trans. Geoffrey Buswell; Philadelphia:
4
see also Alexander,
166. This read
Conzelmann,
Theology;
"Mapping Early Christianity"
ing of Acts is true even ifLuke and Acts were early transmitted separately (see Andrew F. Gregory,
The Reception of Luke and Acts in the Period
[WUNT 2/169; T?bingen: Mohr
before Irenaeus
from Jerusalem to Rome. On the
Siebeck, 2003], 353), since Acts, too, moves
eclipsing of
Jerusalem, see Richard I. Pervo, "My Happy Home: The Role of Jerusalem inActs 1-7," in Forum
n.s. 3.1 (2000): esp. 38.
5
Homi K. Bhabha, The Location
1994), esp. 86-101. On
of Culture (New York: Routledge,

reading Luke-Acts' theology within the sociopolitics of the Roman Empire, see Philip Esler, Com
munity and Gospel in Luke-Acts: The Social and Political Motivations
ofLucan Theology (SNTSMS
57; Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987), esp. 1-2.
6
Other resonances include the Diaspora
and the
ingathering of God's people in Second Isa
iah; see David Pao, Acts and the Isaianic New Exodus
2/130; T?bingen: Mohr Siebeck,
(WUNT
2000).
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cityof theGreek East such as Antioch or Ephesus, configures a Christianity thatfits
within the superior aspects ofGreek culture and cities under theRoman Empire.
The discourse of Greek cities under Rome inwhich Hadrians Panhellenion
partakes intertwineswith Acts?especially Acts depiction of Paul?in four princi
pal ways. First,Hadrian and emperors before him traveled theMediterranean basin,
making benefactions and binding citieswith Greek identitymore closely into the
Roman Empire, sometimes by encouraging them to create links of homonoia (har
mony or concord) with each other.Moreover, embassies moved between key cities
in the second century,whether the ambassadors were orators of the Second Sophis
tic or officers of the Panhellenion. So also the cities towhich Paul traveled in the
canonical Acts can be seen as a kind of Christian civic league, produced by Paul's
gospel and his ambassadorial role.
Second, Acts, as well as figures likeHadrian and the orator Aelius Aristides,
deployed commonly available discourses about civic identity,ethnicity,kinship,
and correct religion. They did so in order to ask their audiences to consider their
place within the geography of theRoman Empire and in order to unify their audi
ences. This second-century phenomenon relied on a
long history of theuse of rhet
oric of race,myths of origins, concerns about civic leagues, and homonoia. This is
a form of "ethnic reasoning," Denise Buells term for the
deploying of arguments
about fixed and fluid identity in the service of constructing peoplehood.7 With its
idea of being part of "Gods race" or offspring (Acts 17:28-29) and with itsdevel
opment of a Christian geographical imagination that embraces the entire oik
oumene, Acts engages similarways of thinking.
Third, Greek cities under Rome in the firstand second centuries often served
as "memory theaters," to borrow
archaeologist Susan Alcocks phrase. Greek
cities were not usually razed or completely
under
but
Rome,
cityscapes changed
transformed.Rather, in the culturalmovement of the Second Sophistic, the recent
stood next to the ancient, giving the appearance ofmutually
affirming religious
values, ethnic identity,and certain ideas of aesthetics and paideia. So also Luke
Acts produces a Christian memory theaterby juxtaposing materials ancient (such
as the Septuagint) and recent (Christian oral and written traditions), locations
exotic (Malta and Lystra) and central (Athens,with all its culture).
Finally, the cities towhich Paul travels inActs produce a Christian parallel to
the twenty-eightcities that comprised the Panhellenion. Lukes depiction of Pauls
7
Acts does not describe Christians
language

found elsewhere

in the second

as a new or third "race" or
people (genos, ethnos, or laos),
century, the implications of which Denise Kimber Buell

skillfully treats inWhy This New Race? Ethnic Reasoning inEarly Christianity (Gender, Theory, and
these texts highlight
Religion; New York: Columbia University Press, 2005), esp. 2-4. Nonetheless,
"the rhetorical situations inwhich
to commu
early Christian texts use ideas about peoplehood
nicate and persuade readers about Christianness"
(p. 2). By crafting Christian communities as a
league of cities unified by common
ple of Christian ethnic reasoning.

(divine) origins, kinship, and worship, Acts offers an exam
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travels emerges from thisdiscursive setting and similarly constructs in narrative a
kind of pan-Christian alliance, tyingcities to one ofActs' key founders of Christi
anity. Justas thePanhellenion links togethercities that recall or create archaic Greek
origins, so Luke uses the same cities or locations near them to provide a foundation

myth forChristianity.
Placing Luke's depictions of Paul's travelswithin the context of Greek cities
struggling to articulate their subject identityand superiorpaideia, on the one hand,
and the establishment of city leagues under theRoman Empire, on the other, does

not explain all of Luke's theology and ideology.Nor do I here seek to uncover Lukan
intent.Rather, exploring Lukan depictions of Paul underscores an extremely influ
ential early Christian "political theology," to borrow Allen Brent's term.81 argue
thatActs, embedded in a world negotiating Greek-Roman-"barbarian"
relations,
creates a storyof the origins of a Christian city league thatmight be comprehensi
ble and attractive toRome, and in its logic offers seeds for a Christian empire that
resembles theRoman Empire.9

I. Placing

Acts:

The

in an Empire

Sophistic

Second
of Cities

Acts presents a Christian geography that conforms to the geographical think
of
the Roman Empire, but itdoes so via the prestige of Greek paideia and of
ing
second-century Greek city leagues. To understand Lukes approach to space and
politics, we must place Luke-Acts in the context of the so-called Second Sophistic,
the archaizing movement, often Roman-sponsored, that celebrated Greekness. To
put itanother way: first-and second-century Rome produced Greek identity.
Philostratus coined the term "Second Sophistic" in the third century as he
compiled important figures of prior centuries who had been interested in rhetoric,
as had been the ancient Greek sophists. Those involved in this later "movement"
were interested in rhetoric as persuasion, and thus also in the concrete power?
8
Allen Brent, The Imperial Cult and theDevelopment

of Church Order: Concepts

and Images

beforetheAge ofCyprian (VCSup 45; Leiden/
ofAuthorityinPaganismand EarlyChristianity

Brill, 1999), 76. Pauls travels in Acts, when viewed through the lens of Lukan "political
not coordinate with evidence from Paul's own letters (see, e.g., Hans-Martin
theology," need
in The Future of Early Christianity:
in the Life of Paul Reconsidered,"
Schenke, "Four Problems
et
Pearson
Koester
Honor
in
Helmut
Fortress, 1991], 319-28).
al.;
[ed.
Minneapolis:
Birger
Essays
of
9
Of course, at the time of thewriting of Luke-Acts, Christianity had negligible political and
see, e.g., Fran?ois
cultural powers compared with the Roman Empire. On Roman universalism,
Boston:

Bovon,

"Israel, the Church

and the Gentiles

in the Twofold Work

of Luke,"

in idem, New

Testa

Princeton Theologi
and Apocryphal Narratives
(trans. Jane Haapiseva-Hunter;
that "Lucan
Series 36; Allison Park, PA: Pickwick,
cal Monograph
1995), 82-87, concluding
to Rome nor a polemic against Rome. But it could
universalism was neither accommodation

ment Traditions

become

either of these" (p. 87).
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patronage, wealth, and status?that Greek paideia offered tomasters of such rhet
oric and knowledge. Both attempts to be Greek and to critique Greekness are a
response to the fact thatGreek identitywas a hot itemon theRoman market. Like
postmodernism, the Second Sophistic was part of a culture war.10 Itwas in this
environment

that Luke

strove

to represent

a new

"Way." Within

the

same

one

hundred-year span, others also engaged these issues: before a Roman audience,
Josephus emphasized Jewish similarity to Greek philosophy; Plutarch brought
Roman and Greek side by side inhis Parallel Lives; Lucian mocked thevagaries of
Roman purchase ofGreek identityand subordination of the "barbarian."

Many writers in the firstand second centuries bolstered their discussions of
similar topicswith sophisticated vocabulary, good atticizingwriting, and allusions
toGreek classical writers and ancient myths. They
frequently offered eyewitness
travel accounts in order to authenticate their insights intopaideia, empire, civic
and ethnic identity,and correct religiosity.11
Take Pausanias: although writing in the

second century,he records his travels as a kind of Blue Guide to a classicizing Hel
lenic identity that celebrates ancient cult, ritual, tradition, and myth and erases
recentRoman foundations. Claudius Ptolemy explained "scientific"
geography in
his Geography, but his Tetrabiblos posits that Italy's geographic placement means
that this region produces people of the perfect ethnicity. Strabo wrote ethnogra
phy and geography on behalf of the empire, helping itsgenerals to know the ever
expanding oikoumene.12

10
Simon Swain, Hellenism

and Empire: Language, Classicism, and Power in theGreek World,
and the Second
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1996), esp. 2. On the Panhellenion
and Ethnic Identity inHadrianic Greece," CP 97
Sophistic, see Ilaria Romeo, "The Panhellenion
(2002): 21-40. Regarding other second-century Christian apologists and the Second Sophistic, see

AD

50-250

"Mapping theWorld," 283-314; Rebecca Lyman, "2002 NAPS Presidential Address:
and Heresy," JECS 11 (2003): 209-22, esp. 212-16; Tim Whitmarsh,
Greek Literature
and the Roman Empire: The Politics of Imitation (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2001), esp.
ch. 2; G. W Bowersock, Greek Sophists in theRoman
1969).
Empire (Oxford: Clarendon,
11
On ekphrasis (narrative description)
and autopsy, see Simon Goldhill,
"The Erotic Eye:

Nasrallah,
Hellenism

Visual

Stimulation and Cultural Conflict," in Being Greek under Rome: Cultural
Identity, the Sec
ond Sophistic and theDevelopment
of Empire (ed. Simon Goldhill; Cambridge:
Cambridge Uni
In Search of the Syrian
versity Press, 2001), 154-94; J.L. Lightfoot, "Pilgrims and Ethnographers:
in Pilgrimage
inGraeco-Roman
and Early Christian Antiquity:
Goddess,"
Seeing the Gods (ed. Jas
Eisner and Ian Rutherford; Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2005), 333-52. Loveday Alexander
explores Lukes use of the unusual word autopsis, which is often used for "medical and geograph
ical" information (The
toLukes
Preface
Gospel: Literary Convention and Social Context inLuke 1.1
4 and Acts 1.1 [SNTSMS 78;
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993], 34-39).
12
See Susan E. Alcock et al., eds., Pausanias:
Travel and Memory
inRoman Greece (Oxford:

Oxford

University Press, 2001), and esp. Ian Rutherford's chapter ("Tourism and the Sacred:
and the Traditions of Greek
Pilgrimage," 40-52); Claudius Ptolemy, Tetrabiblios, 2.63
See also Lucian, Nigrinus
65; Strabo, Geog. 1.1.16-17.
and A True Story; Dio of Prusa, Or. 7
and Or. 36 ("Borysthentic").
("Euboean")

Pausanias
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Visual manifestations of such discussions of space and ethnicityare evidenced
in the Aphrodisiass Sebasteion, with its depictions of subject ethne around the
inhabitedworld, or the Portico of theNations inRome itself,or themap ofAgrippa
nearby, publicly displayed in the Porticus Vispania?a map that depicted both the
oikoumene and the regions that Rome had conquered (Pliny,Nat. hist. 3.2.17).
Nearby stood theRes Gestae, which included geography in the form of a listof the
areas Augustus had subdued.13 Luke-Acts is not the only evidence of a text con
cerned with geography, the spaces of empire, the status of cities and nations under
Rome, and the role ofGreek language and culture under Rome.
But does Luke-Acts reallybelong in this crowd, even if itdoes engage in geo
graphical thinking?Loveday Alexander challenges thosewho equate Luke with the
famous writers of the Second Sophistic. The Greek of Luke-Acts, while smoother
than the koine of other NT documents, stilldoes not attain to the prose ofDio of
Prusa or Aelius Aristides, key figures in the Second Sophistic.14 But we do not need
such a rhetorically sophisticated Luke-Acts to say that the text is a product of the
Second Sophistic. The topics Luke-Acts wrestles with and Christianizes indicate a
deep involvement in themain crises and themes of the Second Sophistic.15More
over, Luke-Acts differs from a text such asMark, in terms of sophistication ofwrit
ing style and its approach to the Roman Empire.16 Since before the days of
Ferdinand Christian Baur, ithas been clear that the authorwas a unifier, seeking to
bring togetherwhat Baur, for example, considered to be the Petrine and Pauline
sides ofChristianity.17Luke-Acts craftsa universalizing narrative ofChristian iden
13
in two literary sources and
a
This map is described
perhaps depicted in third, the Here
fordworld map (Scott, "Luke's Geographical Horizon," 488). On the Sebasteion, see R. R. R. Smith,
"The Imperial Reliefs of the Sebasteion at Aphrodisias,"
JRS 77 (1987): 88-138; and idem, "Sim
ulacra Gentium:
Portico

The Ethne

at Aphrodisias,"
from the Sebasteion
JRS 78 (1988): 50-77; on the
see Servius, Ad Aen. 8.271; formention of
images of ethne being carried at
funeral, see Dio Cassius 56.34.3; see also Tacitus Ann. 1.8.4.

ad Nationes,

Augustus's
14
concludes that rather than Thucydidean-style
Thus, Alexander
historiography, the pref
ace is the kind of preface that "scientific" or technical handbooks had
(Preface toLuke's Gospel, 102;
for her critique of Luke's Greek, see ch. 8). See also Henry J.
Cadbury, The Making
of Luke-Acts
(2nd ed.; London: SPCK, 1958), 114, 213-38.
15
Acts of theApostles: A Commentary on theActs
Hans Conzelmann,
of theApostles (trans.
James Limburg et al.; Hermeneia;
Fortress, 1987), xxxv; Alexander, "In Journeyings
Philadelphia:

38-39. See David Balch, "Comparing
Literary Patterns in Luke and Lucian," PSTJ 40
39-42.
16
sees in Mark both
Even if Tat-siong
Benny Liew
critiques of the "existing colonial
and "traces of colonial mimicry'
that reinscribe colonial domination"
(dis)order"
("Tyranny,
inMark's Gospel," reprinted in The Postcolonial Biblical
Boundary, and Might: Colonial Mimicry
Reader [ed. R. S. Sugirtharajah; Maiden, MA: Blackwell, 2006], 206-23;
quotation from 215).
17
Ferdinand Christian Baur, Paul theApostle
of Jesus Christ: His Life and Works, His Epis
tles and Teachings (1873; repr., 2 vols. in 1,
2003). See also Joseph B.
Peabody, MA: Hendrickson,
to Rhetoric and Back:
Tyson, "From History
Assessing New Trends in Acts Studies," in idem,
to Luke-Acts (Columbia:
Luke, Judaism, and the Scholars: Critical Approaches
University of South
Often,"
(1987):
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titythatwould be attractive or at least comprehensible to philosophical and polit
icalminds of the time.
Acts (ifnot theGospel of Luke) has long been labeled a "history,"as byHenry
Cadbury in the early twentieth century and Martin Dibelius in themid-twentieth
century.18The stakes of this classification are high. Even ifscholars who argue that
Luke produced historiography recognize the extent towhich history involved the
fabrication of speeches, the classification of "history" often brings hopes of an
objective, true account.19 Others, recognizing Luke-Acts' theological and perhaps
even political stakes, have returned to the tradition from the 1700s on of labeling
Luke-Acts as "apologetic" literature.20Thus, Luke-Acts is often understood as an
appeal

to Roman

authorities

for tolerance,21

or even,

as Marianne

Bonz

argues,

as

an imitation of Roman epic, offering a foundational story for the early Christian
church along the lines ofVirgil's Aeneid.22
Even the brief discussion above shows that the genre of Luke-Acts is contro
versial; scholars' conclusions are informedby theirviews of Lukan theology in rela
tion to theRoman Empire, on the one hand, and of Judaism,on the other.What is
importanthere is thatLuke-Acts, unlike its sources inMark and Q, emerges from
and engages the trends of the Second Sophistic: it is a second-century document23

Press, 1993), ch. 2, esp. 27; idem, "The Legacy of F. C. Baur and Recent Studies of Acts,"
Forum n.s. 4.1 (2001): 125-44; and Todd Penner, In Praise of Christian Origins: Stephen and the
in Lukan Apologetic Historiography
Hellenists
(Emory Studies in Early Christianity; New York:
Carolina

Clark, 2004), 8-14.
18
Cadbury, Making of Luke-Acts, 132-39; Martin Dibelius, The Book ofActs: Form, Style, and
in Biblical Studies; Minneapolis:
Fortress Classics
Fortress, 2004),
Theology (ed. K. C. Hanson;

T&T

1-86, who says, "It is distinguished from theNew Testament and many other early Christian writ
ings by its literary character, and from the work of the historians by what we may call a theolog
ical purpose"
Palmer Bonz discusses both in The Past as Legacy: Luke-Acts and
(p. 3). Marianne
Ancient Epic
something
E

Fortress, 2000), 1-5. Most scholars read the preface and Luke-Acts as
(Minneapolis:
"
like history. See, e.g., David Balch, who disagrees with Alexander:
E A
: Jesus as Founder of the Church in Luke-Acts: Form and Function," in Contextu

(ed. Todd Penner and Caroline Vander
alizingActs: Lukan Narrative and Greco-Roman Discourse
Stichele; SBLSymS 20; Atlanta: Society of Biblical Literature, 2003), 140-42; see also Penner, In
Praise of Christian Origins, esp. 260-61, forwhom Acts adheres to themodel of (Jewish
apologetic)
historiography.
19
See, e.g., Bonz's

in Past as Legacy, 2.
assessment of Cadbury
20Esler's elegant, brief survey of scholarship from 1720 characterizes
it in this way {Com
munity and Gospel, 205-7).
21
Gregory Sterling {Historiography and Self-Definition: Josephos, Luke-Acts, and Apologetic
[NovTSup 64; Leiden: Brill, 1992], 393). Penner employs the term "apologetic his
Historiography
toriography" in In Praise of Christian Origins. Esler {Community and Gospel, 16) dubs Luke-Acts
a literature of
"legitimization" rather than "apologetic."
22
Bonz, Past as Legacy. I do not treat the entire debate over the genre of Luke-Acts, such as
its relation to the Greek novel. See Richard I. Pervo,
Profit with Delight: The Literary Genre of the
Acts of theApostles (Philadelphia:
Fortress, 1987).
23
(Acts, xxxiii) argues: "Lukes theology ... is of a much ear
Among others, Conzelmann
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that strives toward a literaryGreek, shows knowledge of Greek historiographical
practices, and may even hint at epic aims forChristianity. Acts retrospectivelypor
traysa community that shared itsgoods in a philosophical way and whose leaders,
although agrammatoiy or uneducated, offered lengthyand sophisticated speeches.
Such speeches drew on the exotic (to Roman eyes) past of the people of Israel yet
also spoke to the philosophical themes of the one God and truepiety,key topics at
the time of the Second Sophistic.
To understand more deeply issues regarding Greek ethnicity and Roman
power in this period, it ishelpful to turn to a famous, sophisticated, ifperpetually
ill rhetor.24Aelius Aristides' geographical rhetoric shiftsgracefully between Greek
cities and theRoman Empire.25 It reflectsthe influence of policies such as Hadrians,
on the one hand, and provides a useful comparand toActs, on the other.Aristides
is from theGreek East, as Luke probably is. Like Luke he celebrates Greekness but
also fits itneatly intoRoman imperial geography. Exploring his thought allows us
to see an aspect ofRoman "geographical thinking" that illumines Lukes geograph
ical

imagination.

Her type than that of Justin" Such assertions are imprecise. On the controversial question of Justins
use of Acts, see
in Reception of Luke and Acts, 317-21; he concludes
Gregorys meticulous work
that it is impossible to confirm that Justin knew Acts.
Luke
Bovon,

and Acts

"The Reception

are not well
and Use

attested until Irenaeus

of the Gospel

of Luke

and the Muratorian

in the Second

Century,"

Canon

(Fran9ois
in Reading Luke:

et al.; Scripture & Hermeneutics;
[ed. Craig Bartholomew
Interpretation, Reflection, Formation
see also Conzelmann,
Grand Rapids: Zondervan,
Acts, xxx-xxxii). Gregory is
2005], 379-400;
to insist that this does not mean
that Luke or Acts was not circulating previously
cautious
. 11). Still, there is no firm evidence for others' knowl
4-5
(Gregory, Reception of Luke and Acts,
ca. 185 c.e. While our current data remain inconclusive, many recent scholars
edge of Acts until
to resistMarcion's
appro
argue that Luke-Acts in its present form emerged in the second century
and theNew Testament: An Essay in theEarly
priation of Luke and Paul. See John Knox, Marcion
Baur (Paul, 1:5
History of theCanon (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1942), 114-39; earlier,
"historical truth"
14) argued that Acts was an apologia for Paul and should not be considered
115-130 c.e. (The Theol
in the early 1960s dated Luke-Acts to approximately
(p. 5). J.C. O'Neill
as
more recent scholars
have
Acts
in
Its
Historical
SPCK,
1961], 1-63),
Setting [London:
ogy of

Matthews (Perfect
suchas Shelly
Martyr:The StoningofStephenand the
Making ofGentileChris
tianity inActs

[forthcoming;

thanks to the author for generously

sharing her writing and knowl

and theLegacyofPaul [NovTSup104;
Luke-Acts
Mount (PaulineChristianity:
edge]),Christopher

Leiden: Brill, 2002]), Richard Pervo (Dating Acts: Between theEvangelists and theApologists [Santa
Rosa, CA: Polebridge, 2006]), as well as Joseph Tyson and Todd Penner.
24
On Aelius Aristides' rhetoric of illness, see Judith Perkins, The Suffering Self: Pain and
in theEarly Christian Era (New York: Routledge,
Narrative Representation
1995), esp. ch. 7.
25
discussion applies to Greek cities as well: "Culture could thus offer Gauls a
Greg Woolf's
chance to enter the empire of friends. What of the empire of cities? That aspect of the empire can
be thought of as a complex hierarchy of privileges and statuses, communal as well as individual.
... The
was cultural capital convertible into privileged places in that
key question then is how far
in Gaul
The
Roman:
[New York: Cam
Origins of Provincial Civilization
(Becoming
hierarchy?"
bridge University Press, 1998], 63-64).
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In his famous "Roman Oration," perhaps given in the city itself in 155 c.e.,26
Aelius Aristides uses several strategies to present Rome. First,he celebrates Rome's
geographical extent.Rome surpasses all previous empires in size and inknowledge
of its own spaces. The empire is not only extensive but also harmonious, perfect,
unmarred by incursions fromother lands; it is "the chorus of the civilized world."27
When
been

there so many cities on continents or on the seas, or when have they
then ever made
such a journey, numbering
thoroughly adorned? Who

were
so

the cities by the days of his trip, or sometimes passing through two or three cities
the same day, as itwere through avenues? Therefore
those former men are

on

not only greatlyinferiorin the totalextentof theirempires,but alsowhere they
ruled

the same

lands as you, each people did not enjoy equal and similar condi
then existed there can be counter
their rule, but to the tribe which
'
e e
e e
e
the city which now exists among
them (a

tions under
poised
kings,

a

a

as itwere,

of deserts

(Aristides,

"Roman

e a

Oration"

).And onewould say thatthosehad been

and garrisons,

but that you alone

are rulers of cities.

93)28

This brief exclamation makes remarkable claims: under Roman rule therewere
more and better-organized cities; the roads and seaways were like a grand, new,
broad avenue allowing quick travel through cities; theRomans brought isonomia
(equal rights) to each city,allowed for each ethnos to express itselfwith true civic
status, and disregarded the preferential treatmentofferedby previous empires.
According toAristides, Rome is not only superior with regard to geography
and justice; it is also themeta-city towhich the entire oikoumene is a suburb.29 In
this role Rome erases traditional ethnic, geographical, and linguistic boundaries:
26
See P. Aelius Aristides, The Complete Works (trans. Charles Behr; 2 vols.; Leiden: Brill, 1981),
. 1 for an introduction to the Roman Oration or, as Behr titles it,
2:373-74
"Regarding Rome."
27
"The present empire has been extended to boundaries
of no mean distance, to such, in
the area within them." For Aelius Aristides' Roman Oration I
fact, that one cannot even measure
use the study
by James H. Oliver, which includes a general discussion, Greek text, English trans
lation, and commentary
(The Ruling Power: A Study of theRoman Empire in the Second Century
American
[1953; repr., Philadelphia:
after Christ through the Roman Oration of Aelius Aristides

Philosophical
Society, 1980]); for this quotation, see Aristides, Rom. Or. 28; for that cited in the
text above, "Roman Oration,"
29-31
from 31); English
translation, Oliver, 898.
(quotation
Richard L. Rohrbaugh's
"The Pre-industrial City in Luke-Acts: Urban Social Relations" unfortu

evidence regarding
nately does not treat archaeological
first-century cities (in The Social World of
Luke-Acts: Models for Interpretation [ed. Jerome H.
1991]).
Neyrey; Peabody, MA: Hendrickson,
28
from Behr, 2:94.
English translation ismodified
29
"What another city is to its own boundaries and territory, this
city is to the boundaries and
61; English translation Oliver, 901).
("Roman Oration"
territory of the entire civilized world"

e
a
Compare Commodus's
configuration of Rome as a a a
in 192 c.e. Olivier Hekster
explains the title this way: "making Rome the 'immortal, fortunate
all the inhabitants of the realm could take sym
colony of the whole earth' also implied that...
bolic possession
of the civilized world" (Commodus: An
[Dutch Mono
Emperor at theCrossroads
on
Ancient
and
Amsterdam:
23;
J.C. Gieben, 2002], 95).
graphs
History
Archaeology
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as a
expansion
sought its [citizenships]
worthy
to be the label, not of
the word Roman
membership

You

aim, and you have caused
in a city, but of some com
you now divide the world are

mon

into which
for the categories
nationality....
not Hellenes
and Barbarians_The
division which

Romans

and non-Romans.
"Roman

city. (Aristides,

is one into
you substituted
To such a degree have you expanded
the name of your
Oration"
63)30

In a speech directed to Romans, Aristides shifts the ethnic and geographical map
fromGreek/barbarian to Roman/non-Roman.31 Rome is a postmetropolis, swal
lowing up previous identities and expanding itsname to all.32

Not only does Aristides note Rome's geographical extension or the city's role
as an urban center to the entire oikoumene; he also conceives of theRoman Empire
as a kind of league of cities, in the ancient Greek mode, with Rome as its leader or
hegem?n:33
Now

all the Greek

are dedicated

cities rise up under your leadership, and themonuments
in them and all their embellishments
and comforts redound

which
to your

honor likebeautifulsuburbs_Taking good care of theHellenes as ofyour fos

are pros
you constantly hold your hand over them, and when
they
those of them who
trate, you raise them up. You release free and autonomous
were the noblest and the leaders of yore. . . . (Aristides,
"Roman Oration"
94,
ter parents,

96)34

30
English translation Oliver, 902.
31
binary, elevating "bar
Admittedly, such writers often seek to trouble the Greek/barbarian
or The Scythian; and esp. Aelius
barian" wisdom. See, e.g., Dio of Prusa, Or. 36; Lucian, Demonax
Alien Wisdom: The
Aristides, "Panathenaic Oration." On this topic, see also Arnaldo Momigliano,
Limits ofHellenization
(Cambridge/New York: Cambridge University Press, 1975); Guy Stroumsa,

112; Tubingen: M?hr
Philosophy: The Religious Revolution of Early Christianity (WUNT
Siebeck, 1999).
32
This claim chafes against contemporary writers who employ the Greek/barbarian
binary,
as even Aristides himself does elsewhere. See Edward Soja, Postmetropolis: Critical Studies of Cities

Barbarian

and Regions (Maiden, MA: Blackwell, 2000). Aristides presents the Roman Empire as an innocent
and the creative?
interdependencies
synekism: in Soja's definition, "the economic and ecological
as well as occasionally destructive?synergisms
that arise from the purposeful clustering and col

of people in space" (p. 12). Aristides celebrates that all have united to help
"all the
after
the
earthquake of the late 170s c.e., including Rome, the Greek ethnos, and
Smyrna
for Smyrna," 18; English translation
races, which comprise our Asia" (Oration 20: "A Palinode
lective cohabitation

Behr, 2:17). See also Aristides, Oration 23: "Concerning Concord."
33
Oliver, Ruling Power, 879-84. This is no surprise, given Aristides'
ideology of concord
rhetoric
and
elsewhere; see S. R. F. Price's treatment of Or. 23.5-7, a speech key to Price's inter
Minor
(Rituals and Power:
pretation of cities and competition for imperial cult temples in Asia
Roman Imperial Cult inAsia Minor
[New York: Cambridge University Press, 1984]).
34
is found also in the
English translation Oliver, 905. The language of foster parenting
"Panathenaic Oration"
(1), where the "men of Athens" are the "common foster fathers" of all who
claim Greek

identity.
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Earlier in the speech (43-57), Aristides had explicitly linked theRoman Empire to
the prestigious if internecineGreek past by arguing that its empire surpasses even
Athenian, Spartan, and Theban attempts at hegemony. Aristides makes Rome
homologous and superior toGreek city-states,which became quasi-empires, and
borrows their long tradition of kinship language. He also cleverly configures the
as one of adoptive kin
relationship between the Roman Empire and Greek cities
to
Rome?but
the
benefit
such
One
"child"?here,
adoption
ship.
might expect
Aristides focuses on how the child aids itsparents, hinting at the decrepitude and
exhaustion of a Greek world that is passing away, itsgenes to be carried on by the
Romans.35

Rome was thus an empire of cities, forAristides. Cities, however, were also
possible sitesof resistance to empire.36To state the obvious, thepolis and discourses
of thepolis were intimatelyconnected with the rhetoric ofGreek democracy; they
revived traditions and memories of the power and prestige of the city-state, and
stories of freedebates and free speech (parrhesia) in these cities ekklesiai,or assem
blies. Thus, thepolis contained the possibility of resistance to empire or at least of
a
changing allegiances depending on the fortunes of given claimant to the Impe
rium. At times the early Roman Empire did restrict the powers of cities perhaps
precisely for this reason.37
Rome exercised its influenceover independent and non-independent cities, all
potentially rebellious, in explicit and subtleways. The Roman Empire held cities

spread out like small, diverse jewels, faceted with memories of past great deeds,
with famed cultural objects?buildings, sculpture,well-known festivals.The cities
systems of civic engagement, bouleteria (council houses) and ekklesiai (places of
assembly), were knotted into the grid of the streets.Rome chained and clustered
these cities together into empire, in thewords ofAristides.38 The memories of cities

35
On

the topos of a succession of empires or of aging in ancient historiography, see Arnaldo
(Middletown, CT: Wesleyan Univer
Essays inAncient and Modern Historiography
Momigliano,
189.
Press,
1977),
sity
36
Aristides may hint at this inOration 23: "Concerning Concord," which discusses the time
of Persian

rule: "They reduced the king, who equated his empire with that ofZeus, to such fear and
humility that he leaped from his throne and went off in flight from land to land" (my emphasis; Or.
23.46; English translation Behr, 2:35). This seems to be a pointed comment about Roman emper

ors who equate themselves with the
highest god.
37
in theAncient World (Revealing Antiquity 12; Cam
Christopher Jones,Kinship Diplomacy
has been enriched by
bridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1999), 106-7. My understanding
as
Anna Millers
research:
"The
Demos:
of
Christ
Democratic
Discourse
of the
ongoing
Body
Ekklesia in 1Corinthians"
(Ph.D. diss., Harvard University, Committee on the Study of Religion).
38
Aristides uses a variety ofmetaphors
for connections between cities; for the image of bats
or links, see "Roman Oration" 68. See also Oration 17:
like
beads
clustering
"Smyrnean Oration"
10: "Proceeding from west to east, you go from temple to temple and from hill to hill,
a sin
along
gle avenue which

is fairer than its name_The

city itself...

takes ones breath away through three
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past greatness were mobilized on behalf of both Rome and individual cities. Cities
also served as key arenas inwhich native elites could attract the attention of the
empire, and inwhich empire, especially in the creation and performance of impe
rial cult, could be manifest.39 Such cities could be honored with imperial benefac
tions, such as the right to build a temple for the imperial cult (neokorate or "temple
warden" status), or the status of "freeand autonomous," an all-important change in
tax status.40All thiswas analogous to an act of god; in the "Roman Oration" (103),
Aristides connects Rome's rule over the preexisting chaos with Zeus's rule after the
41
"strife,confusion, and disorder" of theTitans

II. The Panhellenion
The rule of Hadrian, among other emperors, stimulated the processes that
Aelius Aristides celebrates two decades later: thepower of theRoman Empire made
the oikoumene safe and navigable for the celebration and spread ofGreekness and
itspaideia. Aristides deliberately blurred the linebetween theRoman Empire's piety
and its godlike powers; so city leagues, the power of empire, and religion come
together in the Panhellenion as theywill also in Luke-Acts. Although the precise
origins of the Panhellenion are unclear, Hadrian himself in 131/132 seems to have
founded this league of cities headed by Athens. This is the same year thathe made
his third visit toAthens and presided over the dedication of theOlympieion, or
Temple of Zeus Olympios there.42In the precinct of theOlympieion, Hadrian was

a
spectacles most fair,nor can one find place where he might rest his eyes. Each object attracts him,
like the stones in a variegated necklace" (English translation Behr, 2:3).
39
After Price's Rituals of Power it is impossible to ignore themutually affirming back-and

See also C.
forth of the imperial family with urban elites in the Greek East (see, e.g., pp. 247-48).
"Homonoia Politics in Asia Minor: The Example
Jones, Kinship Diplomacy; Ursula Kampmann,
in Pergamon: Citadel of the Gods (ed. Helmut Koester; HTS 46; Harrisburg, PA:
of Pergamon,"

Trinity Press International, 1998), 387-93.
40
On city status under Rome, see Maud W. Gleason,

"Greek Cities under Roman

Rule,"

in

to theRoman Empire (ed. David S. Potter; Maiden, MA: Blackwell, 2006), 228-49;
A Companion
.
to Justinian (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
A.
M.
Jones, The Greek City from Alexander
106) states that while the Augustan monarchy may have
1940). C. Jones (Kinship Diplomacy,

resulted from slow processes, its effects were immediate: "Greek observers of the new era noticed
that cities could no longer conduct their own foreign policy. 'Formerly,' says Strabo early in the
that is not likely now; these
principate, 'they used to deliberate about war, peace, and alliance, but
on the Romans'" On cities and neokorate status, see Price, Rituals and
things inevitably depend
Power; and Steven Friesen, Twice Neokoros: Ephesus, Asia, and the Cult of the Flavian
Imperial
World
116; Leiden: Brill, 1993).
(Religions in the Graeco-Roman
41
Roman rule rendered the empire a garden and left cities aglow with "charming spectacle
... festal
Oration" 99).
games" rather than fires of strife (Aristides, "Roman
42
A. S. Spawforth and Susan Walker, "The World of the Panhellenion:
I,Athens and Eleu

Family
and

sis,"/#S 75(1985):

79.
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one hundred altars have been found in
closely associated with Zeus.43 Nearly
Athens thatname Hadrian as "savior and founder."Throughout theprecinct of the
a vast
Olympieion were found bases thatonce held statues ofHadrian, dedicated by
44
Athens
under
thrived
that
cities
of
range
especially
Surviving inscriptions suggest
45
him and his successor, Antoninus Pius
The scale of thePanhellenion is surprising.While itwas formerlythought that
the Panhellenion may have met in theOlympieions precinct, most scholars now

think that itoccupied a large building ofHadrianic date.46 This basilica had inte
30 m; perhaps accommodating seven hundred or
riormeasurements of ca. 64
more, itwas two and one-third times larger than theCuria at Rome, which accom
47
modated approximately threehundred senators
The Panhellenic league consisted of at least twenty-eight cities: eleven in
Achaia, ten inAsia, five inCrete and Cyrene, one each inMacedonia (Thessalonike)
and Thrace (see fig. I).48 The second centurywas distinguished by sharp rivalries
43
On

see Helmut Koester, ed., Cities
ofPaul: Images and
inscriptions toHadrian Olympios,
Interpretations from theHarvard New Testament Archaeology Project (CD-Rom; Minneapolis:
of Trajan
Fortress, 2005), under "Athens: Inscription to Hadrian Olympios." On the association
see Antony E. Raubitscheck,
"Hadrian as the Son of Zeus Eleutherios,"
with Zeus Eleutherios,

AIA 49 (1945): 128-33.
44
Anna

inAthens and Hadrians
Panhellenic Program,"
"The Altars of Hadrian
Benjamin,
32 (1963): 57-86.
Hesperia
45
is known only from a few literary sources: see Cassius Dio 69.16 (epit
The Panhellenion
but not to a Pan
ome). Pausanias
(Descr. 18.9) refers to a temple of Hera and Zeus Panhellenios
hellenion.

Our main

known; most

is epigraphic. Fifty-four inscriptions are
for the Panhellenion
but some are from Asia Minor,
Italy, and Libya (Spawforth and
James H. Oliver (Marcus Aurelius: Aspects of Civic and Cultural

information

are from Greece,

"Panhellenion:
I," 79).
School of Classical
Studies at
Policy in the East [Hesperia Supp. 13; Princeton, NJ: American
in "Panhellenion:
I"
Athens, 1970]) originally collected the inscriptions; Spawforth and Walker
and a subsequent article ("The World of the Panhellenion:
II, Three Dorian Cities," IRS 76 [1986]:

Walker,

add a few more. Because with inscriptions what has been found and where are to some
88-105)
are
extent matters of chance, assertions about the Panhellenion
always provisional.
46
Located to the east of the Roman agora and Hadrian's
library, this building is usually iden

tified as the "temple of all the gods"
I," 92-98, esp. fig. 2. See
on Culture and
Collection
of Slides
Hendrix; 2 vols.; 2nd rev. ed.; Valley
hellenion:

mentioned

See Spawforth and Walker,
"Pan
by Pausanias.
Resources for New Testament Studies: A
also Archaeological
L.
(ed. Helmut Koester and Holland
Religion in Antiquity

Forge, PA: Trinity Press International, 1994), under "Athens:
that the sanctuary may have been
Jones hypothesizes
Christopher
at Eleusis, since suburbs of sacred importance were often considered part of the
city itself ("The
Panhellenion," Chiron 26 [1996]: 36). Alternatively, itmay have been located in an as yet partially
unexcavated building just northwest of the Stoa of Attalos.
47
seem
"Panhellenion:
officeholders
I," 70. The Panhellenion's
Spawforth and Walker,
mostly to have been wealthy Roman citizens, some of equestrian or senatorial rank (pp. 84-87).
The Plan of the Panhellenion."

called Panhellenes?not
to have been more of a
leaders, but regular participants?seem
social mix, and not necessarily Roman citizens, although enrolled among them was Herodes Atti
cus, the fabulously wealthy Athenian
sophist (p. 88).
48
and the Cities of the Roman Empire (Princeton: Princeton
Mary Boatwright, Hadrian

Those
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between cities,but also by alliances forgedby cult, festivals,gifts,culture, and polit
ical strategizing. The Panhellenion was like those ancient leagues that still in the
second century carried some power, psychic or real, such as theDelphic Amphic
tyony,which Hadrian also supported, or the koin?n of cities of Asia.49 Hadrian
likelyestablished or accepted thePanhellenion formanifold reasons, including the
practical desire to reduce thenumber of embassies seeking his attention by encour

aging cities to send joint embassies.50
The Panhellenion gathered various cities representatives toAthens to engage
in cultic, cultural, and diplomatic activities; italso may have acted as a court.51Pan
hellenic impulses overtook cities as near Athens as Corinth and as far as Laodicea
and Cyrene. Two inscriptions in particular tell us what was required to join the
Panhellenion. An inscription regarding the acceptance ofMagnesia on theMae
ander and a dedicatory inscription from the Phrygian city ofKibyra refer to three
elements: their cities Greek ancestry, theirhistories of good relationswith Rome,
and Hadrians benefactions.52 The Kibyrian inscription references Zeus Soter, an
unusual epithet that is linked toHadrian elsewhere.53 Beginning on line 3 of the
inscription,Kibyra defines itselfas

in the study of Hadrian
in Athens and the Panhellenion
is
Boulac,
(Cairo: Imprimerie Nationale,
1934). We do not
or whether cities
know whether Hadrian
assigned involvements in the Panhellenion
appealed to
be participants. On the question ofwho proposed the Panhelleion, see Romeo, "Panhellenion," 21
in Greece" Hesperia
39 (1970):
40; and James Oliver, "Hadrians Reform of the Appeal Procedure

University Press, 2000),
Paul Graindor, Athenes

147. Seminal

sous Hadrien

see P. M. Fraser, "Hadrian and
On Cyrene, hellenization,
and Hadrians
Panhellenion,
on
40
"New
the
Attic Panhellenion," Hesperia
Evidence
77-90;
Oliver,
JRS
James
(1950):
Cyrene,"
20 (1951): 31-33; J.A. O. Larsen, "Cyrene and the Panhellenion," CP 47 (1952): 7-16; and esp.
Joyce Reynolds, "Hadrian, Antoninus Pius and the Cyrenaican Cities" JRS 68 (1978): 111-21.
49
Hadrian may have developed
the Panhellenion
because he could not do what he wished
332-36.

with

the Delphic

Amphictiony

92-93.

(Romeo,

"Panhellenion,"

24-25).

See Oliver, Marcus

Aurelius,

50
Price's analysis in Rituals and Power shows how provincial elites represent themselves to
the empire; organizations
were to the mutual benefit of both sets of
such as the Panhellenion
elites. On overwhelming
embassies, see Spawforth and Walker, "The Panhellenion:
I," 83; and see
esp. Fergus Millar, Emperor in theRoman World (31 B.C. toA.D. 337) (Ithaca, NY: Cornell Uni

versity Press, 1992). On cities jockeying for new civic status under the Roman Empire and on
humanitas
(that is, civilization in contrast to past wild barbarity) as a criterion of inclusion, see
Woolf, Becoming Roman, esp. 64-67.
51
I," 83-84. The associations with the imperial cult
Spawforth and Walker, "Panhellenion:
are evident from a statue base set up in Thessalonike
in honor of the emperor Pius; for the Pan
hellenions function as a court, see Eusebius, Hist. eccl. 4.26.10.
52
I," 82.
Spawforth and Walker, "Panhellenion:
53
This epithet is found at a round temple mimicking
the Pantheon at theAsklepios
cult site
at Pergamon;

gamon:
Gruyter,

was the benefactor of this
temple. Christian Habicht, Altert?mer von Per
Institut; Berlin: de
(Deutsches Arch?ologisches
Inscriften des Asklepieions
11-14. An inscription refers toHadrian with many
epithets, including Olympios

Hadrian

III.3, Die
1969),
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When

of the Panhellenion.
by the members
were settlers by theMaeander
River,
in Thessaly,
of theMagnesians
the first of the Greeks

passed
theMagnesians

were
they
who also crossed

over

into Asia

and colonized

it,

ofteneagerlyfightingalongside the Ionians and Dorians and those
Aiolians

of this race

by the Senate

in Asia,

of the Romans

honored

also

.. ,55

As Spawforth and Walker write, the idea of "fabricating] Greek pedigrees" is
known as early as theHellenistic period in the easternMediterranean.56 In the sec
ond century,as Buell swork shows, both fixed and fluid explanations of race were
control of cult space at Pergamon, see Alexia
(pp. 30-31). On second-century
inGraeco-Roman
in
Visual
"The
Petsalis-Diomidis,
Dynamics
Healing Pilgrimage,"
Space:
Body
in Pilgrimage, ed. Eisner and Rutherford, 183-218.
54
Oliver, Marcus Aurelius, 95-96 and plate 7.1 startmy translation on line 2 of the inscrip
continues for four to fivemore lines, discusses relations with Rome, and refers to the
which
tion,
and Panhellenios

"God Hadrian."
55
See Oliver, Marcus

Aurelius, 94-95 and plate 7. I begin my translation on line 3 of the
relations with Rome
in fourmore lines to discuss furtherMagnesian
continues
which
inscription,
and the imperial family.
56
"Panhellenion:
II," 95. See also
I," 82; eidem, "Panhellenion:
Spawforth and Walker,
a fourth-century b.c.e.
to
Panhellenion
26, on the Hadrianic
Romeo, "Panhellenion,"
returning
concept

of genos. See also C.

Jones, Kinship Diplomacy,

esp. 110-11.
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employed. Sometimes race (genos), peoplehood (laos), and ethnicity/nationality
(ethnos)were defined in terms of blood and genealogy; at other times, in terms of
the acquisition ofGreek paideia.57 We find hints of such thinking inAristides, who
in his "Panathenaic Oration" linksAthens with the cities opposite inAsia Minor,

but also proclaims:

For no one would
Greek who would

as his country; there is no
be proud to have Pella or Aegae
rather than a citizen
not wish to have been born an Athenian

Not onlydo privatecitizenspreferAthens in thisway,but also in
ofhis own city.
thecase of cities,thosewhich have been actuallyfoundedfromhere and byyou
that they descend
rather boast
yours; and the others go about seeking

would

from you
somehow

than possess
power equal to
to trace themselves back to you.

(334)58
on ancientmythic links toHellenic (par
Though Panhellenic identitywas founded
Athenian)
identity,having strong civic links toRome was also important.
ticularly
In theRoman period and in themost ancient past, the coast ofAchaia drew near
toAsia Minor; distant communities were ethnically linked at the earliest,most
mythical of stages. It did not matter ifconnections were fabricated.59

These participants were oriented through the Panhellenion not only to the
traditions ofAthenian paideia and towardHellenic identity,however invented,but
also toward Rome. Christopher Joneshas argued that scholars have for too long
seen the Panhellenion as a diplomatic United Nations, ignoring itscultic focus.He
asserts that "themost certainly attested activityof the Panhellenes is the cult of the
emperors," since inscriptionswhich describe the arch?n or leader give him the title
oi"arch?n of thePanhellenion, priest of the god Hadrian Panhellenios, and ag?no
thetes [master of the games] of theGreat Panhellenia."60 An inscription in Perga
mon depicts Hadrian as "Emperor Caesar Trajan Hadrian Sebastos Olympios
Panhellenios, savior and benefactor of all of his own oikoumene?61 not only declar
57
See Buell, Why This New Race? On Greekness, see, e.g., Jonathan Hall, Hellenicity: Between
Ethnicity and Culture (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2002); Benjamin Isaac, The Invention
on Romanness,
see
ofRacism inClassical Antiquity (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2004);
to theAge of
Emma Dench, Romulus7 Asylum: On Roman Identities from theAge of Alexander
(New York: Oxford University Press, 2005). On shifting definitions of race with regard
see Romeo, "Panhellenion,"
to the Panhellenion,
esp. 32-37. On the ancient rhetoric of paideia as
erasing ethnic difference, see Nasrallah,
"Mapping theWorld," 291-93.
58
(Buell's
English translation Behr, 1:68. For other examples of such "ethnic reasoning"
45; and Oration 17: "The Smyr
term), see Oration 24: "To the Rhodians: Concerning Concord"

Hadrian

naean Oration
(I)" 5.
59
As in the case of a Panhellenic

in Phrygia, or Sardis; see Romeo, "Pan
city like Aizanoi
hellenion," 29-31.
60
C. Jones, "Panhellenion,"
32.
61
My translation. See Habicht, Die Inscriften des Asklepieions, 30-31, regarding the statue
base for Lucius Verus, Hadrians
adopted son (Inv. 1932, 26).
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ingHadrians political power, but conflating him with Zeus Olympios, theultimate

savior

and

benefactor.

Collective definitions of ethnicity and race are often grounded in civic ties,
real or imagined, forged through a history of colonization as well as
through inven
tions ofmyths, claims tokinship, and especially religious practice.62Hadrian's Pan
hellenion encouraged Greek cities to continue producing these political,
religious,
and mythical stories in the service of producing a cultivated, cultured Roman
Empire. At the same time,Greeks actively used Roman appeals to Greekness in
order to secure theirown position within the empire. As we shall seemore
clearly
in part III of this essay, there is a homology between the Panhellenion and Luke
Acts. Luke-Acts produces a Christianity rooted in the civic ties forged
through
Paul's travels. It is interestednot necessarily in establishing links between cities?
it offers no exhortations that those in Philippi should help those in Derbe, for
instance. Rather, it is interested in the larger geographical imagining of Christian
etiological myths forvarious cities, using contact with Paul to establish Christian
origins in a town, at the same time as it tells a geographical tale of Christianity's
movement from Jerusalem to Rome via Greece and itspaideia.
Hadrian,

Ethnicity, and True Religion

The emperor Hadrian (117-138 c.e.) was a prodigious travelerwho linked
the cities of his empire by themonuments he leftthere and by themonuments left
to him, dedicated because of his visits.63His reign is characterized by concerns
about the cities of his empire, Greek identity,and proper (archaizing) religion,64
themes he shareswith thewriter ofActs. For his philhellenism, Hadrian was mock
ingly called Graeculus, "littleGreekling" (HA, Vit. Hadr. 1.5; Epit. de Caes. 14.2).
Hadrian purchased and reconfigured Greek identity,marrying Romanitas and
Greek paideia whether in his initiation into the Eleusinian mysteries and his gifts
to that cult,65 in his vast benefactions to Athens, or in his own villa in Tivoli, in
62

See Buell, Why This New Race?
to ancient sources about Hadrians
63For a good introduction
L.
travels, see William
MacDonald
and JohnA. Pinto, Hadrians
Villa and Its Legacy (New Haven: Yale University Press,
see Millar,
the impact of imperial journeys on provincial populations,
1995), 13-23. Regarding
in
Roman
the
28-40.
that
demonstrates
Hadrians
World,
Emperor
twenty
Boatwright
"during
one-year
15).

reign more

64
As Boatwright

(Hadrian, 13).
65
Eleusis,
mysteries

than 130 cities received,
puts it, "Hadrian was

in all, more

than 210 marks

famed for almost perversely

of his favor" (Hadrian,
archaistic predilections"

was the famous home of the
by tradition and by the sacred way,
into which Hadrian was inducted perhaps
in 124/125
and Persephone,
100); see C. Jones, "Panhellenion," 29-56. Regarding Eleusis s importance,

linked toAthens

of Demeter

(Boatwright, Hadrian,
see Aelius Aristides' Oration

22: "The Eleusinian

Oration."
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which he collected art and reproduced architecture, especially Greek, from around
the empire.66

In uniting Greek practice and Roman power,Hadrian sought to define proper
religion and piety.67Hadrians interest in religion extended past the cult practices
thatwere the purview of the Panhellenion and past Athens. Religious sitesmade
up "hismost frequent single type" of benefaction; one-third of all known Hadri
anic architectural and engineering donations were to temples, shrines, or (cult
associated) tombs; at least eleven temples or shrines associated with the imperial

cult also receivedHadrians benefactions.68 Boatwright concludes thatHadrian con
tributed to a "wide spectrum of religious structures, appealing tomany different
people."69 This was at a time when Christian and non-Christian intellectuals

debated what exactly constituted right religion. "Pagan monotheism" was on the
rise, and some even suggested itmight be best to set aside traditional religious prac
tices and the embarrassing notions of gods who engaged in questionable moral
activities.70 Before and afterHadrians reign,Christians and pagans alike?think
traditional
only of Justin,Athenagoras, Lucian, orMaximus of Tyre?challenged
sacrificial practices and making images of the gods. Lucian, writing a few decades

afterHadrians great benefactions, mocks sacrifices (and the idea that true gods
would need bloody, smoky offerings).71Luke, as we shall see, distills perfect nar
rative scenes, like that at Lystra,which engage in a similar critique of a certain kind
of deisidaimonia, "religion" or "superstition," that impels the inhabitants towant to
honor and to sacrifice to Paul and Barnabas. In themidst of this second-century
debate overwhat constituted true religion and religious practice,Hadrian promoted
66

See MacDonald
and Pinto, Hadrians
Villa: Tivoli became the best of the empire in nuce,
with key sculptures and buildings from around the oikoumene reproduced there.
67
Oliver
"Roman Oration"
envisions Hadrians
(Ruling Power, 892) argues that Aristides'
...
Panhellenion,
upon the establishment of
celebrating the "exhilaration felt by the Greek cities
the Panhellenion
and upon the announcement
of itsprogram and of the aspirations of that basileus
restitutor libertatis? Behr
euergetes and citizen of Athens, the emperor Hadrian,
(e.g., Complete
1:447 n. 548) critiques Oliver for this association
of the "Panathenaic
Oration" with
Hadrian
and the Panhellenion.
68
"Altars of Hadrian," 57.
127-40; quotation from 28; Benjamin,
Boatwright, Hadrian,
69
142.
Boatwright, Hadrian,
70
E.g., Plutarch, De superstitione; Varro, Of Divine and Human Antiquities, which no longer
exists but Augustine discusses in City of God; Cicero, De natura deorum. Some texts
argue that sto

Works,

ries of the gods are better understood as
allegories for the forces of nature, and that one true God
rules over all things, but one should still practice ancestral
religions. See Harold W. Attridges
meticulous
"The Philosophical
Critique of Religion under the Early Empire," ANRW 2.1 (1978):

Robert M. Grant, Gods and theOne God (LEC 1; Philadelphia: Westminster,
1986), 75-83;
and esp. Polymnia Athanassiadi
and Michael
in Late
Frede, "Introduction," in Pagan Monotheism
and Michael
Frede; Oxford: Clarendon,
Antiquity (ed. Polymnia Athanassiadi
1999), 7-10; and in
the same volume Frede, "Monotheism
in Later
and Pagan Philosophy
Antiquity," 46-57.
71
See, e.g., Lucian, Zeus, Performer of Tragedy 3; The Double Indictment, 2; On Sacrifices, On
Funerals, The Passing of Peregrinus, Zeus Accused.
45-78;
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religion onmultiple and contradictory levels,honoring the interestsome elites had
in restoring ancient glories, even as others were offended by ancient glories and
theirbloody, embarrassing forms of sacrificial cult.72
Except forRome, Athens was the citywhere Hadrian spent themost time.73
His lavish benefactions inAthens, including those surrounding the creation of the
Panhellenion, made second-century Athens more "classically" Greek than ithad
been in the first century.Hadrian thereby created a strong context forhis Panhel
lenion tomeet regularly and celebrate rituallyonce every fouryears. His benefac
tions toward cults that he considered proper to Greek and Roman identity also
helped to define true religion and proper ethnicity. Indeed, with Hadrian, we can
speak

about

"Greco-Roman"

identity.

What Has Athens

toDo with Rome?

The Athenians responded toHadrians presence and attentions; he had been
a citizen there and had even held its archonship before he assumed the imperium
of Rome. At the time of his firstvisit in 124/125,Hadrian was honored by a statue
on theAltar of the Eponymous Heroes in theAthenian agora and an addition of a
tribenamed Hadrianis.74 These interactions between Hadrian and Athenians crys
tallize a particularmoment inRoman-Greek relations. The idea of Romans as bar
barians75was publicly effaced as Rome bought intoGreece's capital in and traditions
ofpaideia. The realityofAthenian and Greek subordination toRome was veneered
with new buildings and benefactions, most ofwhich quote fromGreece's classical
period in their architectural form and decoration.
Even beforeHadrian, Athens was familiarwith building projects sponsored by
Roman emperors and Roman citizens, although the scale of Hadrians building
projects

was

unprecedented.

From

the second

century

b.c.e.

to the second

century

c.e., Romans reconfigured significant spaces in Athens, including parts of the
ancient agora. To build in the agora, where Socrates had walked, where Athenian
was to
democracy took its course, throughwhich Athena was processed in festival,
insert oneself into this theater of cultural and political memories. Susan Alcock
puts it thisway: "The Agora has been taken as a superb architectural equivalent to

the antiquarian tendencies of the Second Sophistic."76That is, the impulses of the

72
in Sib. Or. 8.
reason we find contradictory
comments about Hadrian
Perhaps for this
inmy view, was a kind of Julian-before-the-fact, reviving an archaizing form of religion
thatmany elites found distasteful.
73
144.
Boatwright, Hadrian,
74
20 (1951): 346-49;
of Roman Emperors," Hesperia
James Oliver, "Athenian Citizenship
144-45, esp. n. 3.
Boatwright, Hadrian,
75
163-97; Dench,
See, e.g., Vitruvius De architectura; see Hartog, Memories
of Odysseus,
93-151.
Romulus'Asylum,
76
Much
of the information here is derived from Alcock's chapter "Old Greece within the
see also John Camp, The
in
of the Greek Past, 36-98 (quotation from 51);
Empire,"
Archaeologies

Hadrian,
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Second Sophistic are not limited to literarytexts; in theAthenian agora, theRomans
inscribed themselvesmaterially, quoting from and engagingwith itsancient "texts."
During this time, the almost empty triangular regionmarked by the Stoa of Zeus
and theMetroon on one side, theMiddle Stoa to the south, and the Panathenaic
Street on thewest became busy with buildings. Probably from the time ofAugus
tus into the second

century,

a

fifth-century

b.c.e.

"itinerant

temple"

of Ares?that

is, a Greek temple from the classical period?was moved from an unknown loca
tion and (re)built in the center of the agora, as we learn from Roman builders'
marks. Since Ares was not an especially popular god, "specifically Roman inter
ests"may have spurred the choice of this temple and its relocation77?namely, that
because Gaius Caesar associated himself with Ares, theAthenians made Ares a
focus of the agora.
Various locations in Athens came to serve as "memory theaters": "spaces
which conjured up specific and controlledmemories of thepast through theuse of
monuments, images, and symbols, spaces which served to remind communities at
large of justwho theywere by drawing on who theyhad been."78 These spaces jux
taposed ancient monuments with new benefactions in order to affect those who
walked through and engaged these locations. This effectwould have something to
do with relations between Rome and Greece, with the nature of true religion,with
the proper acting out of cult. So also we can think of Acts as a space filledwith
objects ancient and new, with stories of Greeks, Romans, and barbarian others
jostling forplace on itspages.
III. Traveling

Back

to Acts

In the example of the changed cityscape of Athens under Rome we see an
abundant recollection of the past and a deliberate sense of architectural citation
displayed, as Romans imitated ancient building techniques and details. Similarly,
Luke-Acts collects extant sources and creates itsown literarymemory theater for
earlyChristianity,where past stories are newly used, transformed, and embedded

in the narrative.79This is true, too, in a way for a text such asMatthew, which uses
Q, Mark, and othermaterials, and with a redactor's stronghand creates itsown lit
erary architecture. But Luke ismore explicitly a bricoleur of sources, from places

Archaeology ofAthens (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2001). Price shows that this can be read
as "a system of
exchange" in the "relationship between subject and ruler," no matter who requested
the innovations (Rituals and Power, 53-77).
77
Alcock, Archaeologies
of the Greek Past, 55.
78
Susan E. Alcock,
"The Reconfiguration
in the Eastern Roman
of Memory
Empire," in
Empires: Perspectives from Archaeology and History (ed. Susan E. Alcock et al; Cambridge: Cam
bridge University Press, 2001), 334-35.
79
On Acts use of sources and
"rewriting the past," see Penner, In Praise of Christian Origins,
247-61; and esp. Cadbury, Making
of Luke-Acts, e.g., 139, 155-93.
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known and unknown, as was the tradition of Hellenistic and Roman historians.
The preface that serves both theGospel and Acts (Luke 1:1-4) and Acts brief reca
pitulation (Acts 1:1-2) authorize Luke-Acts precisely by positioning it in relation
to past

narratives:

as many have undertaken
to compile a narrative
(
which
have
been
things
among us, 2 just as they were
accomplished
us
and ministers
by those who from the beginning were eyewitnesses
1 Inasmuch

) of the
delivered

to

of the word,

3 it seemed good tome also, having followed all thingsclosely for some time

past,
may

an
orderly account
the truth concerning

to write

know

for you, most excellent Theophilus,
the things of which you have been

4 that you
informed.

Luke's narrative supersedes these, the text implies, because of itspower to collect
and arrange; his style incorporates and paraphrases works from the past.80More
over, theworth of Luke's sources isguaranteed by theirconnection to tradition (sig
a ) and by the eyewitness quality (a
naled by the verb a
a) of the
accounts.81

We can picture the textof Luke-Acts like the city of Athens. The long text is
studded with the architectures of earliermaterials?"itinerant temples,"fit into the
landscape. The language of Luke-Acts in places mimics the Septuagint, giving itan
archaizing and authoritative patina.82 One wanders Acts' stories, sensing but not
clearly seeing the seams of the narrative.83The "we" narrative, for example, which
suddenly appears and disappears,84 stands up like an architectural wonder in the
narrative setting; its stylematches theneighborhood, but one can also tell that it is
something differentalong the architectural tour that isActs.
Luke is also interested in unity, in juxtaposing his diverse sources and narra
tives, as well as his own redactional activities, into a coherentmemory theater,on
the one hand, and into a coherent geography, on the other.As Aristides does, Luke
uses universalizing rhetoric to draw diverse members into concordia or homonoia,
even if these terms are never used. There are specific references to this idea
80
as
on Lukes "hint of dis
Cadbury, Making
of Luke-Acts, 155-209; Bonz, Past
Legacy, 87,
satisfaction with the work of his predecessors."
81
Cadbury, Making
of Luke-Acts, 22-23.
82
in Luke-Acts, e.g., Pervo, Dating Acts, 31
There are many studies of "Septuagintalisms"

35; Cadbury, Making of Luke-Acts, 122-26; on Luke's language and itsmore detailed treatment, see
idem, The Style and Literary Method
of Luke (HTS 6; Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press,
in Acts," and William
Clarke, "The
1920), 1-72; J.de Zwaan, "The Use of the Greek Language
and Kirsopp Lake, eds., The Beginnings of
Use of the Septuagint in Acts," in R J.Foakes-Jackson
1920-33), 2:30-65, 66-105; for a
Christianity: Acts of theApostles (5 vols.; London: Macmillan,
comparison of Luke-Acts with Second Sophistic writers, see de Zwaan, "Use of the
philological
Language," 37-38.
83
The Sources of theActs: The Present Position (trans. K. Pond;
See, e.g., Jacques Dupont,
London: Darton, Longman & Todd, 1964), 166-67; Cadbury, Making
of Luke-Acts, 49-75.
84
in Acts in Its Graeco-Roman
Setting, ed.
Stanley Porter, "Excursus: The 'We' Passages,"

Greek

Gill and Gempf,

562.
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in Acts 2:44 and 4:32 as well as in the
throughout Acts. We find this harmony
inActs 16.Acts
smoothing over of the conflictbetween "Hebrews" and "Hellenists"
on
a
the term koinos:
10-11 presents the inclusion ofGentiles with great emphasis
on discerning correctlywhat is "common" and permissible food, thus creating the
Acts 15 s storyof the
grounds fora larger community (Acts 10:14,15,28; 11:8-9).85
council held in Jerusalem gently smoothes over the controversies, instead present
on issues of Gentile inclusion and apostolic
ing an easily accomplished unity
authority.86

The Panhellenion linkedGreek cities together in part through imagined links
Acts 15:21 offersa similar logic.The passage addresses the
tomythic Greek identity.
are required
question ofwhat legal requirements those "Gentileswho turn toGod"
in
to keep. It concludes: "For from early generations Moses has had
every city (
a
a a
e e
a
a
) thosewho preach him, forhe is read every Sab
bath in the synagogues." The minimal requirements forGentile inclusion?abstain
e
a
a
),porneia, what
ing from the pollution of idols (
is strangled, and blood?are bolstered by a claim thatMoses was available to cities
for generations; Gentiles dwelling in citiesmust merely restore the ancient con

nection to become part of the city league of "theWay."
This section is immediately followed by an official embassy: men from the
council repairwith Paul and Barnabas toAntioch with a letter:"To thebrothers and
sisters from the nations, greeting" (Acts 15:23). In the aftermath of the council in
Jerusalem,we are assured of the unity of the program. Even as Paul and Barnabas
as a travel companion, the
split from each other, even as Paul takes on Timothy
went
hearer is reassured that "as they
through the cities, theyhanded on to them
a
a
e
to
) the teachings
(
guard, which had been adjudicated by the apos
tles and elders in Jerusalem.And so the assemblies were strengthened in the faith
and increased in number each day" (Acts 16:4-5). The tradition? a e
signals thehanding down of authoritative knowledge and is the same termused to
authorize Lukes own work (Luke 1:2)?and the teachings continue safelyfromgen

eration to generation and from place to place. Acts depicts the leaders of theWay
wending around theMediterranean basin with no fracture or division.87

85
Acts 21:28 engages in a deliberate irony: Paul, having brought Greeks into the Jerusalem
temple, is accused by "the Jews from Asia," "crying out, 'Men of Israel, help! This is theman who
is teaching people everywhere against the nation and the law and this place; moreover he also
brought Greeks

into the temple, and he has defiled

( e

e

, literally, "made common")

this

holy place.'"
86
to "false
Paul himself presented things otherwise, referring, for instance, acrimoniously
in this council.
brothers and sisters" (Gal 2:4) who participated
87
Acts early on gathers together the varieties of Jesus-followers into a unified narrative and
a unified vision, the sort that
those early scholars Irenaeus and Eusebius as
easily accommodated
theymanufactured
rial Cult, 138-39.

Christian

unity in the late second and early fourth centuries. See Brent, Impe
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Acts 2
InActs, Jerusalem appears as already the superseded (it competes with Anti
och for importance88) but stillmythical central city of the league. Justas Athens at
the center of thePanhellenion was eclipsed by the realityof the truepower ofRome,
Jerusalem forLuke is eclipsed and insignificant compared toRome, towardwhich
Paul isheaded. Yet Acts begins in Jerusalem.Acts 2:1-13 has been a passage of key
importance in scholars theories of Lukes relations to empire. This passage offersa

vision of Pentecost inwhich tongues descend upon each of the disciples and all
present hear them speaking in disparate languages. Embedded within the storyof
these tongues is a listof regions of theworld.
Now

there were

heaven (a

dwelling

a

in Jerusalem

Jews, devout men

a

from every nation

under

).And at this sound the

came
were bewildered, because each one heard them
together, and they
own
were amazed and wondered,
speaking in his
saying, "Are
language. And they
not all these who are speaking Galileans?
And how is it that we hear, each of us
in our very own language,
that into which we were begotten?
Parthians
and

multitude

Medes

and Elamites

and

residents

of Mesopotamia,89

Judea and Cappadocia,

Pontus and Asia, Phrygiaand Pamphylia,Egypt and theparts of Libya belong
and
ing to Cyrene, and visitors from Rome, both Jews and proselytes, Cretans
we hear them
our own tongues the
in
works
God."
of
telling
mighty

Arabians,

(Acts2:5-11)
In the storywe find the dream of instant translation, the hope thatmyriads can
come together and understand simultaneously and effortlesslythe "mightyworks
of God."

Acts presents us with this international list of Jews,a Diaspora called back
home for Shavuot. But why these particular peoples? What is the importance of
this story,coming as itdoes roughly in themiddle of Luke-Acts, a fulcrum from the
ministry in Judea, theGalilee, and environs to the edges of the earth? Gary Gilbert
has usefully organized scholarly opinions of this episode inActs 2 into four camps.
Some scholars say the passage derives from ancient astrological lists;90others that
itderives from listsof locations of Jews in theDiaspora; others that itdraws from

the table of nations and the story of the tower of Babel inGenesis 10-11 (a story
with itsown message about language and unity); and still others thatLuke draws
from Jewishprophecies about the eschatological ingathering ofDiaspora Jews.91
"
in Balch,
E A
See discussion
89
During Trajan's reign Mesopotamia
History, vol. 11, The High Empire, A.D. 70-92
88

," 164,185-86.
see The Cambridge Ancient
was made a province;
(ed. Alan Bowman et al.; 2nd ed.; Cambridge: Cam

125. Thanks to Rangar Cline for this information.
bridge University Press, 2000),
90
inActs II, 9-11? JRS 38 (1948): 43-46.
"The Geographical Catalogue
See StefanWeinstock,
91
in Acts 2: Roman
and the Lukan
"The List of Nations
Propaganda
Gary Gilbert,
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The geographical vision inActs 2 is also temporal: itoffersan image of king
doms of theworld thatwere great at differenthistorical periods. Listing these dis
parate empires together produces a movement not only through space but also
through time, from the Parthians to theRomans. Moreover, itechoes and corrects
the disaster of Babel: inActs 2, languages aremiraculously differentyet compre
hensible. It also reverses the scattering of the Babel episode: the Jewsof theDias
pora, the devout of theworld, are gathered together. Thus, Acts from itsvery
beginning inscribes some idea of the entire oikoumene,whether that idea isderived
a
primarily from antiquarian geographical-astrological textsor from text such as the

10?or some mix of the two.
Nearly everyone agrees thatActs' geographical thinkinghas something to do
with the Roman Empire.92Many conclude thatActs' geography mimics but sub
verts theRoman idea of basileia or kingdom. Gilbert argues thatLuke-Acts "offers
... the tools to dismantle the
ideological foundation upon which Rome has built
itsempire. Christians might live in theRoman Empire, but they should not accept
itsclaims touniversal domination."93 Alexander concludes: "It isprecisely this itin
table of nations inGenesis

erant role thatdefines the apostles (and Paul) inActs, and Iwould suggest that this
provides a vital key to understanding Luke's cartography of early Christianity,"
which offers a "loose-knit dynamic network rather than either a centralized hier

archy or a congeries of disconnected congregations."94 David Balch argues that
Lukes Asian historiography "acculturates and Romanizes early Christianity," but
he also asserts that "the Christian missionaries from the East subvertedWestern,
European, Roman values."95 Bonz concludes that the catalogue reconfigures Judea

treatment of interpre
Response," JBL 121 (2002): 497-529, here 500-501. For a comprehensive
see also Bonz, Past as
tations ofActs 2, see Scott, "Lukes Geographical
Horizon," 483-544;
Legacy,
99-101, on those who read Acts 2 as Lukes reworking of the Sinai epiphany.
92
See, e.g., Conzelmann,
Acts, xlvii; idem, Theology of Saint Luke, 137-38.
93
529. See also Allen, Imperial Cult, 101-23, who understands
Gilbert, "List of Nations,"
Luke-Acts not as revolutionary but as "contra-culture"?that
is, itborrows from the political prop
aganda of the Roman Empire in order to correct its terms. See also Penner, "Civilizing Discourse,"
102.
94
Alexander,
"Mapping Early Christianity," 171.
"
95
E A
Balch,
," 187; he goes on: "God speaks Septuagintal Greek (not Attic) and

val
Jesus teaches leaders to serve as slaves (i.e., a radical reorientation of traditional Greco-Roman
movement
in
Luke's
ues). God does not favor one ethnic group_[T]he
(from
geographical
story
Asia to Europe, from east towest) is thus indicative of larger
ideological agendas: the Jordan River
the imperial Tiber" (pp. 186-87). Acts 2 ismuch discussed
muddies
in
and Pente
missiological
costal circles: e.g., H. Wagenaar,
Reflections on Gen
"Babel, Jerusalem, and Kumba: Missiological
esis 11:1-9 and Acts 2:1-13,"

International Review ofMission
92 (2003): 406-32; G. J.Leeper, "The
Gift with Special Reference to Numbers
11 and Acts 2," Asian Journal
ofPentecostal Studies 6 (2003): 23-38; Amos Yong, "As the Spirit Gives Utterance: Pentecost, Intra
Christian Ecumenism,
and theWider Oikoumene,"
International Review ofMission
92 (2003):

Nature

of the Pentecostal

299-314.
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"
on the theological world map: the inclusion of various nations denies Judea'spride
of place. It is henceforth just one among the nations."96
The topic of geography begun inActs 2 and the question of its ideological
positioning continue throughPauls travels inActs. Henry Cadbury in the 1950s put
it thisway: "Whatmixed names and backgrounds have the people thatPaul meets!
. . . Such a world needed a universal
religion and a missionary who could be all
to
all
men.'"97
becomes
for Luke and forCadbury the quintes
Paul,
then,
things

sential servant of the "great commission" to "go into all theworld and preach the
gospel." Paul is the universal man, binding together the Roman Empire under a

Christian sign.
We see here that scholars tend to understand thatLuke-Acts depicts a Chris
tian basileia that is unlike Rome's: a Christian oikoumene is peaceful and unified,
characterized by universal acceptance, with no trace of hegemony. Even in earliest

Christianity, however, such rhetoric of universalism was carefully and strategically
employed, often to argue forChristian inclusivityover and against Jewishparticu
larity.98In order tomake Christianity more appealing in lightof Jewishuprisings
against Rome, Acts sacrifices Jews,molding the community of "theWay" into a
form of religion that looks less foreign and more pious to a philosophical, Hell
enized Rome.99 Present-day Jewsbecome the angrymob, such as thatwhich stones
Stephen, while the epic Jewsof the past aremade into the forerunners of theWay,
as ShellyMatthews argues.100While Jerusalem is the cityof the origins of theWay
(if not of the term "Christian," a privilege given to Antioch [11:26]), Stephen
declares itsobsolescence early on: falsewitnesses before the Sanhedrin argue that
Jesushad claimed he would destroy the temple and the law; still Stephen argues
thereafter,using Jewish Scripture itself (Isa 66:1), that despite the temple of
Solomon, the highest God does not live in houses made with human hands (Acts
7:47-50). For philosophical reasons Luke can erase the significance of the temple
in Jerusalem in his narrative of the years before the temple's destruction; this con
veniently allows him to erase Jerusalem as well. At the same time,Luke-Acts drains
its sources of clues of Christian conflictwith Rome, such as the arrest and execu

96Bonz, Past as Legacy, 106, 111; quotation from 106.
97
28
Henry J.Cadbury, The Book ofActs inHistory (New York: Harper & Brothers, 1955),
See
also
14).
29; regarding Acts 2 he writes, "In many ways his was already one world'"
(p.
the Christian Ghetto: Stories of Intercultural Conflict and
"Paul Outside
Robert C. Tannehill,
inActs," in Text and Logos: The Humanistic
Interpretation of theNew Testament (ed.
Cooperation
Theodore W. Jennings; Homage
Series; Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1990), 247.
98
Buell, Why This New Race, esp. 44-47, 59-62, 78-93, 138-65.
99
with Trypho.
For a similar, perhaps contemporaneous,
strategy, see Justin'sDialogue
100
in Violence in theNew Testament
of
for
"The
Need
the
Matthews,
Stoning
Stephen,"
Shelly
and E. Leigh Gibson; New York: T&T Clark, 2005), 124-39; Lawrence Wills,
(ed. Shelly Matthews
of the Jews inActs," JBL 110 (1991): 631-54; Richard Pervo, "Meet Right?and
"The Depiction
the competition between
Bounden Duty," Forum n.s. 4.1 (2001): 57-60. Bonz underscores
Lukan communities and communities of the Jewish Diaspora
(Past as Legacy, 94,128).

Our
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tion of John the Baptist, and leaves Paul at the end enjoying what sounds like a
comfortable and safe house arrest (long puzzling to scholars) under Roman care.

Paul

in Lystra and Athens: Confusing Humans

and Gods

The issue of space and geography continues to be addressed throughoutActs.
The term ekklesia, found as a self-designation for community even in Pauls earli
est letter,is the same one used forpolitical assemblies inGreek cities and recalls all

the rich debates and struggles of such assemblies. Yet Luke-Acts retains the plural
ekklesiai in only one place; otherwise, the "assemblies" are reduced to a singular.101
In crafting thisunityActs reminds us of the league of cities under Rome thatAris
tides celebrates.Aristides, frequentlyusing the termkoinos, had described Rome as
a lead city to an empire that looked more like a civic
league than a conquering
force;102he celebrated the ease ofmoving throughout empire, city to city,"as on an
avenue." Rome's influencewas "literallywoven through the city like a thread" by the
cardo or decumanus, and this tie to the center was again marked by milestones

which "reminded the travelerof the center of the empire."103Travelers were guided
by the routes into the nodes of cities and knotted into the system of the Roman
Empire.

Luke-Acts

represents

Paul

as such

a traveler.

The cities towhich Paul travels repeatedly are in the same regionswhere many
of the cities of the Panhellenion were, not tomention citieswith statues and altars
ofHadrian (see again fig. I).104Having emerged from theirdays in the east, Paul
and his companions head to the heartland of ancient Greece and its colonies in
Asia Minor, powerful cities of the second century c.e. and of themythic Greek
past. They return again and again, as ifon political embassies, to these cities.105
Even before the council in Jerusalem, Saul and Barnabas had been commissioned
inAntioch to travel, and covered the territoryof Seleucia, Cyprus (Salamis and
Paphos), Perga (in Pamphylia), Pisidian Antioch, Iconium, Lystra,Derbe, Lystra
again, Iconium, Pisidian Antioch, Pamphylia again, Attalia, and Antioch. A pat
tern is developed throughoutActs: Acts 13 describes this back and forthof travel,
and after the council ofActs 15 the story is repeated, as if to affirm the linking of
these and other cities under the care of Paul and his companions.
101
Acts 16:5 is the only plural amid
twenty-three uses of the term ekklesia.
102
See the discussion
inOliver,
Ruling Power, 889.
103
pauj zanker> "The City as Symbol: Rome and the Creation
of an Urban

Image," in
and the City: Creation, Transformations, and Failures:
Proceedings of a Conference
at theAmerican
in Rome to Celebrate the 50th
at
Academy
Anniversary of the Excavations

Romanization
Held

14-16 May,
1998 (ed. Elizabeth Fentress; Journal of Roman
Archaeology
Supplementary
series 38; Portsmouth, RI: Journal of Roman
is from 29.
2000), 27; the quotation
Archaeology,
104
The figure is based on Spawforth and Walker, "Panhellenion:
I," 80 (fig. 1). For locations
of Hadrians
altars and statues, see Benjamin,
"Altars of Hadrian," 57-86.
105
Bovon reads this as pastoral
"fortifying" ("Israel, the Church and the Gentiles," 92-95).

Cosa,
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Many of Lukes scenes of Pauls travels serve as narrative distillations of issues
of ethnicity,proper practice of religion,paideia, and relationswith Rome?that is,
some of theprecise issues raised in the Second Sophistic. In themidst of Paul's trav
els, several locations stand out because they are the settings of longer narratives
about Paul's interactionswith "natives."These stories are narrative forms of theo
rizing religion and politics. Luke takes part in a debate over what isproper religion
and what practices are efficacious, at a timewhen Hadrian and others also discuss

religion explicitly,with words, and implicitly,with benefactions for festivals and
cultic practice.
The account of Paul and Barnabas at Lystra spoofs tendencies tomisappre
hend humans as gods: "Andwhen the crowds saw what Paul had done, they lifted
up theirvoices, saying in Lykaonian, 'The gods have come down to us in human
e a
a
a )." In their
form!' (oi e
? a

native tongue, in their backwater town, the joke is that the Lystrans ignorantly
manifest a confusion between gods and humans thatmany would saywas rampant
throughout the empire. The cities that Luke and his first readers traveled were
crowded with the imperial cult,with statuary of humans representing themselves
as gods, gods in human formwhose faces sometimes resembled members of the
imperial family,and with executions where criminals were made to represent the
gods.106

So-called apologists like Justinand Athenagoras take up the theme raised here
inmore philosophical tones, arguing about the nature of the creator versus the cre
ated ormocking (alongside theirpagan contemporaries) themyths of gods busy
ing themselves among humans inmore or less admirable and sexually avaricious
ways. Luke insteadmakes a similar,briefer argument about true piety and correct
commences with Paul's healing mir
religion in sparkling narrative form.The scene
a
wants tomake sacrifice for the
who
Zeus
of
acle (14:8-18) and includes priest
incarnate Zeus and Hermes.107 As thepriest ofZeus offersanimals for sacrifice and
garlands for celebration,marching out of the city toward the temple of Zeus, Paul
and Barnabas weep at this pious misunderstanding. "'We ourselves are humans,
similar and subject to the same laws as you!'... and saying these things theybarely
we find another
stopped themobs from sacrificing to them" (Acts 14:15,18). Here
are
once
not
violent but over-adulatory, like the crowds
joke: the ignorantmobs for
106
por two examples of ancient
Cicero, De natura deorum and Clement

statuary of the gods, see
book
4). See also Christo
Protreptikos (esp.
300 (New York: Oxford Uni
The Roman Nude: Heroic Portrait Statuary 200 BC-AD
debates

over

theomorphy

and

of Alexandria,

pher Halle?,
and Graeco-Roman
Culture,"
versity Press, 2005), 223-70; Yaron Eliav, "Roman Statues, Rabbis,
in Jewish Literatures and Cultures: Context and Intertext (ed. Yaron Eliav and A. Norich; BJS 349;
Providence, RI: Brown Judaic Studies, 2008), 99-115. On the execution of criminals as if they
Roman Executions
"Fatal Charades:
stories, see Kathleen Coleman,
gods inmythological
as
80 (1990): 44-73.
Enactments,"
JRS
Mythological
Staged
107
Uni
Dean Philip Bechard, Paul Outside theWalls: A Study of Luke's Socio-Geographical

were

versalism

inActs

14:8-20

(AnBib

143; Rome:

Pontificio

Istituto Biblico,

2000),
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Lucian depicts happily gathered for Peregrinus's praise and immolation, as he
becomes

a

god.108

Dean Bechard argues that Paul's speech to the people of Lystramatches his
not
speech to theAthenians. The storyof Lystramarks Paul's interactionwith rustics,
as
Dibelius and others have
urban sophisticates.109Paul's speech to theAthenians,
14 and 17 contrast rural
Acts
with
Greek
culture.110
interaction
his
marks
argued,
in
But
and native, barbarian and themost Greek of all.
both, the linebetween human
are
true
and divine and the nature of
misapprehended and critiqued.
religion
Luke's depiction of Paul inAthens is the "climax of the book."111Athens sym
bolizes philosophical significance even under Rome, and Paul's speech from the
a
Areopagus takes place not just on a high place in the city topographically, but
on
theAreopagus, the ancient site of the
high place of cultural values. Standing
Athenian ekklesia, or assembly, of ancient judgment and knowledge, Paul thor
are in everyway very deisidai
oughly critiques Greek deisidaimonia: "I see thatyou
e
a
e
a ).The RSV translates
monesterous" ( a a a a
a way that completely
in
the
but
superstitious"?fearing
gods
"very
"very religious,"
misapprehends the divine?is also legitimate. Plutarch discusses deisidaimonia as
a dangerous inclination to conduct cultic rites out of fear of the gods.112
InAthens, Luke-Acts foregrounds issues of religion and its trulyphilosophi
cal practice. Here Paul acts as a philosopher to address other philosophers. Even
before the time of Hadrian's great benefactions, and certainly thereafter,we can

imagine an Athens crowded with statuary, temples, altars, and buildings?even
more crowded than the agora alone, where Acts 17:3 places Paul.113 Paul's horror
at Lystran religiositywas linked to the people's confusion between human and
108
Lucian, Passing of Peregrinus; on mobs and Acts, seeWills, "Depiction of the Jews"; and
"Need for the Stoning" Although
Matthews,
they are not "wolflike" as the etymology of their
name suggests, they too will turn violent at the instigation of the Jewswho come from Antioch

and persuade the people to stone Paul. See Amy Wordelman,
and
"Cultural Divides
A Greco-Roman
Context for Acts 14," in Contextualizing
Acts, ed. Penner and
Vander Stichele, 205-32, esp. 228-29. There is a play on the word lykos ("wolf") in this passage;
elsewhere too Luke alludes to Jews being like wolves (Luke 10:3; Acts 20:29) (p. 228).
109
"In Journeyings Often," 35.
So also Alexander,
110
Dibelius, Book ofActs, 95-133; Bechard, Paul Outside theWalls, 255-53. Lucian too uses
as a
the Areopagus
setting of judgment (The Double Indictment).
111
Dibelius, Book ofActs, 95.
112
see also Dale Martin,
E.g., Plutarch, De superstitione;
Inventing Superstition: From the
to the Christians (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2004).
Hippocratics
113
Acts 17:17 depicts Paul as "in the synagogue with the Jews and the devout persons and
in the market place (agora) every
day." Since Acts draws broad painterly strokes, and since Epi
and Iconium

Dual

Realities:

cureans

and Stoics haunt this particular agora (see v. 18), which seems to be near the Areopagus,
17:17 conjures the philosophically
engaged ancient agora. On Paul in Athens, see
Halvor Moxnes,
'"He Saw That the City Was Full of Idols' (Acts 17:16): Visualizing
theWorld of
I think Acts

the First Christians,"

gies (ed. Halvor Moxnes

inMighty Minorities? Minorities
inEarly Christianity: Positions
et al.; Oslo: Scandinavian University Press, 1995), 107-31.
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divine: "The gods have come down to us in the likeness of humans (
e
a
)!" cried the people when they saw Pauls miracle. Homoi?thentes (the
is defined as "to be made like, to become like") recalls
passive of the verb
terms thatare often used for statuaryand image
making that imitate real life,on the
one hand, and the
language of human creation inGenesis 1, on the other,where
God decides tomake humans inGods "image and likeness."114
So also inAthens, Paul isdescribed as provoked inhis spiritwhen he sees "the
)" (17:16). In the cultural context of the ancient
city full of idols ( a e

Mediterranean, where gods look likehumans and humans like gods in the statuary
of cities and temples,Acts presents a Paul who is offended because neither Lystra
nor Athens draws proper lines between
god and humans. Pauls speech insists that
God does not "dwell in shrinesmade by human hands, nor isGod served by human
hands, as though inneed of something" (Acts 17:24b-25a). The franticrestoration
and building effortsof someone likeHadrian aremisdirected: theymiss the true
nature of the divine.
Acts uses Athens as a stage setting115forPauls philosophical critique ofGreek

religion. Conzelmanns commentary notes thatPauls speech isnot unusual in light
of past and present Greek philosophical thought.116Acts sets this speech on the
Areopagus, that ancient site of judgment and community deliberation. Pushed
thereby the crowd that surrounds him, Paul states:

26 [God]made117 fromone everynation ofhumans todwell upon all thefaceof
theearth,havingdelimitedtheprescribedtimesand thefixedboundaries of their

27 to seek God,
if indeed they should touch him and find him.
dwelling place,
And yet [God] is not far from each one of us, 28 for "In God we live and move
and have our being"; as even some of your poets have said, "For we are indeed his

offspring(

divine

we oughtnot to thinkthatthe
)."29 Being thenGods offspring,

is like gold, or silver, or stone, a representation

by art and human

concep

tion.118
114
LSJ s.v.

. For other terms for
statuary, see Peter Stewart, Statues inRoman Soci
ety (New York: Oxford University Press, 2003), 19-45. See Gen 1:26-27, and, e.g., J.Maxwell
Miller, "In the 'Image' and 'Likeness of God," JBL 91 (1972): 289-304.
115
as a stage
see Conzelmann,
On Athens and the Areopagos
Acts, 146-48.
background,
116
Plutarch cites the Stoic Zenos argument that one should not build temples of the gods;
Seneca and Pseudo-Heraclitus
also argued that the divine is to be consecrated within each human

or in all theworld
1034b: "It is a
(according to the first)
(according to the second). Plutarch Mor.
not to build temples of the gods'"; all the above are cited in Conzelmann,
doctrine of Zenos
Acts,
141. See also, e.g., Lucian, Sacr. 11. Philo and Josephus too contain injunctions against images,
a
are
although these
frequently launched in particular rhetorical context, especially thememory
of Gaius's (Caligula's) attempt to hang banners and mount a statue of Zeus in the Jerusalem temple.

e
s argument that
e
e governs both a
1171follow Conzelmann
and
(Acts,
e
v.
a "reca
a
24
is
that
of
and
thus
echoes
the
142). Ernst Haenchen
emphasizes
[trans. Bernard Noble
pitulation of the creation account" (The Acts of theApostles: A Commentary
and Gerald Shinn; trans, rev. and ed. R. McL. Wilson;
1971], 523).
Philadelphia: Westminster,
118
a has connotations of an impression, inscription, or stamp.
The term a a
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The passage is a tour de force, combining allusions toGreek poets with the story
of creation inGenesis 1-2, and weaving together abstract geographical and tem
poral thinkingwith the realityof thebuilt environment of statues of gold, silver,and
stone. In v. 28, the phrase "in God we live and move and have our being" borrows
fromCleanthes third-centuryb.c.e. Hymn toZeus (lines 3b-5): "For it is right for
all mortals to address you: /forwe have our origin in you, bearing a likeness to

God, /we, alone of all that live and move as mortal creatures on earth."119In the
phrase "forwe are also his offspring,"scholars have long seen the influence ofAra
tuss Phaenomena.120

In this speech, Lukes Paul also combines the topic of creation?how God
"made from one every nation of humans"?with the question of "what the divine
e
e a
is like" (
), or not: the divine isnot like the images produced
so
In
humans.
the
speech articulates one primary and one secondary the
by
doing
to establish proper human relations with the divine,
it
tries
first,
ological point:
and, second(arily), proper human relations with each other. I use the term "rela

tions" deliberately, since Acts employs the terminology ofgenos, which can also be
translated "race" and which, as we have seen, is a key term in establishing kinship.121
Humans and the divine are indeed alike: the Septuagint version ofGen 1:26 states,
"God said, 'Let us make a human according to our image (e
a) and likeness

(
).'" But theAreopagus speech hints that the nature of that similarity
does not extend to creating gods in the image of humans. In the Lystran episode,
we saw the theme that humans are not to be confused with
gods; Paul and Bar
nabas are not Hermes and Zeus. In the speech inAthens, we see the inverse argu
ments: god isnot likehumans; humans cannot make images of the divine or build
homes/shrines for it.122
119
Johan C. Thorn, Cleanthes
gen: Mohr Siebeck,
120
Line 5:

2005),
a

Hymn

to Zeus:

Text, Translation,

52.

and Commentary

(T?bin

. For the Greek see Aratos, Phenomenes
a
e
(2 vols.; text,
JeanMartin; Paris: Les belles lettres, 1998), 1:1. Aratus was also cited by the Hel
lenistic Jewish writer Aristobulus
before Luke-Acts
(Eusebius, Praep. evang. 13.12); Clement,
Strom. 14.101 also cites Aratus. See
Cadbury, Making
of Luke-Acts, 122 n. 10.
121
See Buell, Why This New Race? The
language of genos reminds us of the same terminol
trans., comm.

ogy in the Kibyran Panhellenion
inscription (
122
The passage repeats a logic already legitimized

[
]).
twice by Peter in Acts
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What is the "one" fromwhich this impartial God "made theworld," in the
terms ofActs 17?Conzelmann suggestsAdam; we can go furtherand suggest that
fromAdam until Babel, all peoples were one, united at least by language (
e
a
a
).123From this one proliferatemany nations. Terminology

of boundary making (horiz?, horothesia,prostass?) fills the passage. Kairoi ("fixed
times") and horothesiai ("prescribed boundaries") refer "to the epochs in the his
tories of the nations and to their national boundaries" and mean "periods and
boundaries/"124

Each

human

ethnos,

derived

from

an

original

"one," moves

out

ward to itsproper place in time and space.
Thus, inActs 17we see a God who is Panhellenios and more. Although the
Roman Empire allowed (to some extent) theworship ofmultiple gods?the shrines
and representations towhich Paul refers?Luke through Paul communicates a
vision of theworld where one God commands all, everywhere (17:30b; a
a a
e
a
a a
e a
e ). Thus, theGod
a
a
Paul describes inAthens as the one trueGod repeats and expands theGod ofActs
2. In Acts 2, Jewsof "everynation" are able to hear in their own language; inActs

17, Lukes imperial God, communicating through Pauls always threatened but
invulnerable body, commands all people, of all nations, to repent and submit, even
as he insists thatall are ultimately one in origin,mythically and primordially linked.
In Athens, the heart ofHadrians projects, Paul offers a religious option that
draws on the rhetoric, traditions,and literatureof ancient Greece. He recalls the glo
ries of ancient Greece but also announces Gods command and impending judg
ment on the oikoumene. Clearly, Roman imperial command, judgment, and reign
over theworld, as well as Roman imperial claims to be and to represent thedivine,
are paltry in the face of Pauls God.
Paul

in Thessalonike

and Philippi: Roman

Sedition?

But does thismean thatActs presents a vision of a kingdom ofGod that stands
over and against theRoman Empire? No. In itsdepiction of Paul inThessalonike and
Philippi, Acts both preserves and denies traces of an idea thatChristianity is polit
ically seditious?an idea promulgated by Romans and even Christians at the time.
Acts instead appeals to the logic ofGreek cities under Rome, on the one hand, and
to the logic of philosophical conversations about the nature of trueworshiping, on
the other, in order to construct a Christianity thathybridizes neatlywith Rome.
that God is not partial, but in every nation (
) one who fears God and practices
to
Acts
It
also
echoes
is
God"
2,where the list of nations seemed
10:34-35).
(Acts
acceptable
justice
succession of empires and spread
and geographical
to function simultaneously as a chronological
of nations. Here, too, God made from one every nation for one purpose: to dwell on the earth even

understand

as

they seek God.
123
Buell, Why This New Race? 78-84,138-65.
124
Acts, 142-44, discussing the views of others, including Dibelius,
Conzelmann,
kairoi refer to seasons and a "philosophy of nature" (Book ofActs, 97-101).
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Paul has already traveled through the eastern rim of theMediterranean, shift
from
Antioch toCyprus to Jerusalem and back. Paul then travels extensively in
ing
various parts of Asia Minor; being prevented by the "Spirit of Jesus" (Acts 16:7)
in a dream.
from travel in the province ofAsia proper, he is called toMacedonia
There, in the heartland of Alexander theGreats empire, where Rome exerted its
influence throughmeans such as the Panhellenion, Paul and his cohort are labeled
"the ones who have stirred up the inhabited world" (17:7;
a
e ). Specifically, they stirup the oikoumene by "acting against the
a
a a
decrees ofCaesar, saying that there is another king, Jesus."In otherwords, Paul and
company are accused (even in absentia, as is the case inThessalonike), of political
sedition.

What comes of these accusations of treason? Nothing, in the end, because
Acts carefully constructs aWay that is not seditious toward Rome.125 In Philippi,
Paul and Silas encounter a girlwith a Pythian spirit,who declares that the two are
servants of theMost High God. Thus, even a "pagan" slave, economically and pneu
matically exploited by human and divine, proclaims the truthofmonotheism and
proclaims Paul and Silas as that one Gods representatives (Acts 16:16-40). When

Paul and Silas are thrown intoprison for exorcising the girl (and thus, according to
her owners, destroying their tool formoney-making), Paul refuses an offerof quiet
release: with theirRoman citizenship, he insists, they should not be so humiliated,
and thusRome comes to the rescue of these cultured travelers. In the episode just
before this, it is in factPauls stridentclaim toRoman citizenship thatgets Silas and
him shown Philippi s citygate (Acts 16:35-40). Acts thus retains traces of ongoing
interpretations of Paul as a political seditionary who stands against Rome while
overwriting these traditions. Paul is a master of escape and acquiescence, whose
nearly invulnerable body uses imperial roadways and seaways inno way especially
offensive to the empire. Paul slips off safely,under threat of Jewishviolence, not
Roman judicial proceedings.
IV. Conclusions:

Empire

and Acts'

Theological

Vision

As the Romans embellished ancient buildings in the Athenian agora and
inserted their own, so also Luke-Acts produces a "memory theater," invoking the
language of the Septuagint, monumental traditions regarding the earliest Jesus
movement, and retelling again and again the epic of the people of Israel, reconfig
uring its literaryspaces for a new (Christian) Israel.126Lukes narrative sources and
his map of the oikoumene are significant shards of thepast. Acts is a product of the
Second Sophistic: itcraftsa storyof a city league formed by the ambassadorial pres
ence of Paul; it looks back to the first
generation of the Jesusmovement and to the
ancient traditions of Israel.
125
Esler, Community and Gospel, 202-5.
126
See Bonz, Past as Legacy, 26.
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Many ofActs speeches can be read as redundant mini-epics, short recount
ings of themythos of the people of Israel. As Philip Esler has argued, Luke-Acts
draws on this ancestral religion in order to "assuage doubts which Roman members
of Lukes community might have entertained as to the political implications of
a
so many other
as
Christianity":127 religion that has such deep ancient ties, did
a
must
the
Roman
be
and
under
Empire,
proud
legitimate community.
religions
Christianity is constructed as the new Israel, as the rightful inheritorof these sto

ries of salvation and of God's activity in theworld. In placing these genealogies in
themouths of figures like Peter and Paul, Luke does something analogous to the
cities of the Panhellenion, which were encouraged to invent complex genealogies
to establish theirmetropoleis as solidlyGreek in race.128

Moreover, Luke-Acts maps Pauls movement through theRoman oikoumene
and produces a Christian one in turn.Paul's travels in particular build up a list of
cities?an ancient Christian coalition. The Panhellenion, a Roman-sponsored
Greek ethnic coalition, fostered diplomacy among Greek city-states. It also called
forpious practice thatbound diverse cities to theRoman Empire and the imperial
family.Similarly,Acts tells the storyof a Christianity that is comprehensible to and
even inways imitativeof theRoman Empire; itproduces a Paul whose travels trace
a kind of
regions and ideas trod by Hadrian himself, and Paul's travels produce
Pan-Christian league echoed in the Panhellenion.
Reading Acts in thisway provides a freshvantage point fromwhich to address
sites of interpretivecontention, particularly concerning Acts' "apologetic" stance
and Roman ideology. Scholarly attention to geography in Luke-Acts has been tied

to concerns about the character and scope of earliestChristianity. Prevailing expla
nations for Luke's geographical vision have moved toward themagnetic poles of
these questions: Did Luke's geographical vision imitateRoman geography to sup
port or to undermine it?Or was Luke's geographical vision a quotation of Jewish
move toward the inclusion of all peoples
eschatological traditions, and ifso, did it
a
into the people of God? Acts presents vision of a new Christian identity.This
Christian identity ismoored in prestigious ancient Israelite traditions, but moves
connection with and pro
easily nonetheless through theGreek cities thatbegged
Luke
tection from the Roman Empire.
hybridizes Christianity to theGreekness
so
in
theRoman Empire and seeks tomake of
was
marketable
that
prestigious and
"one race" many peoples, using available discourses, including those available to
Aelius Aristides and Hadrian. What is at stake in these questions about Acts and the
Roman Empire is clear:When did Christianity ever become an inclusive, embrac
the oikoumene? Or did it?
ing,universal religion, expanding to the boundaries of
And we can push these questions further:Universal inwhose terms?At what cost?
127
Esler, Community and Gospel 216; see also ch. 5, inwhich he argues that Luke presents
Christians, not Jews, as the inheritors ofMoses.
128
On similar ethnic reasoning, see Buell, Why This New Race? 4, 85-90.
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